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Clin~~= ~tt9F:d:e11r0Urnent expected.
~?Y:"J,~l'\ · .·•· ·xu lOOks for ways to meethousing demand
diV:ileti .· .~-:BY ~ELiEY'
~
,~arms.
o~ c;~~eay ~venue
SARAH
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These apartments have a ment building
Campus News Editor
,
kit.chen and more living space ·next.year, another step to remedy
'KATIE SU~MERS
..
. ' Next year's freshman class is on
.
.
. compared to regular dorm rooms; the housing issue. . These apart·, ·" . . ftlews. Writer . " .. . , .. · · ..•.· .. pace to be:\a· record size, . whkh ... ··){avier'sfreshman cfasssjze
which
be an advantage forstu- ments ·would.be.available lo jun. ·Cincinnati may be: a long way. · · \VoµId produc¢· the fargest under~ .
dent qccupantsr · . .
iors arid seniors through Xavier.
the hustle and busti~ of th~
gradµate~student erfrollment ever.
These apartments will also be a
"We are.trying· hard to accom- ·
~atioh's capital, but XaVier's stu.: ·· Although not all bf these students .
substance~fre~ Iivirlg environment,". modate everyone," said Fiebig.
dents and faculty have not cast a
will live on campus, -enough ~re
meaning the consumP.tio~ of ale<?- . "Rumors that there will be no hous. ·blind eye toward the presidential ·. '. expected to •choose to reside in the.
hp! and the use of tobacco prod- ing·for students just aren't true."
imp~achinent triaL · . ; . .
.• . .dorfus to make housing ~nissue.' ·
ucts will be prohibited. ·
. For those .students who wish to
Jn i99(>WilliarnJeffersonClin~ · Last.year's.fresbmandits~ nµm~ ·
Marsha Wenclick,: associate live off-campus next year, there.are
ton was·..an hono_red. guest, and . bered. 840, l3 percent above.. the .
· .apartment manager of the building, many houses and apartments near
.speakerattheiiniversity,twoyears. . id~aldass size of750. Severi huh~
will beastaffsupervisorforthestu- Xavier available to rent.
dre(ifreshmenchoseto live on cam- ilm " I l mm: I "" H " II
ll!!lm """"
dents residing in the apartments:
''Students ~ormally begin callbefore the lies and scandal of the
Monica Lewinsky affair cain¢ to ··. pus~ • ·
~In addition to the large number· She will be in charge of special pro- ing to look at houses around .Octolight "I've been follow.ing the ·
"This year's iiumbers are now of irico~iitg freshmer requiflng gramming for students on the week~ her," said Dave Dannenberg, owner
entire. matter on the news and. iit . comparable to the last two years for housing, the majority ofcurrent first ends.
.of se'~eral rental properties ~cquired
the paper," said serii~r Wendy : the incoming class. Our plan iS to year students - around 80 percent
· The majority of on"campus resi" by. Xavie~ students each year. "Stu. Somer. ·"Irerriember seeingCliri-' . have .750 freshmen .enroiled next - will require housing next year. , dents are freshmen arid sopho~ dents start tOoking so early in or-·
year," said Interim Director of Ad~
"I anticipate being able to meet . mores; however, some upper- der to get the better houses." . .
· · ton when.he cafrie toXavier; ·.It's·.
frightening· how. quickly. this
mission Dr. Dave Flaspohler; "We these demands," said Director. of. clas.smen also choose to remain 1iv7
There are usually numerous flythi.ng blew up.'; . · ··
.intend· to do all we can to keep at Residence Life Ava Jean Fiebig. ing on campus. Approximately . ers posted on campus throughout
Parti~ularly vocal about the• this target number.''
. ''We.: have come u.p· with· several 330 juniors and seniors reside in ·. the year advertising houses and
··
· pres id.en t-ial
: According to the Office ofResi- ways to accommodate allofthe stu- on-campus apartments.
.·apartments f~r rent A list ofre~tals
impeachment..
denceLife, 83 pircentcifhext year!s .dents requiring housing."
Last year, there was a waiting list can also be obtained from Com. trial are the fac~.
fresh~en~ ~pproxiniately 615 stu~
On~ ofthe ways in whieh Xavier · of2o·upperclassmen in need of ori- muter Services.
ulty in embers
.dents ~·Will •require on-campus has. provided more ·on-".ampus campus housing. The goal for next
·~·Hound the house I live in ·now
.. in the politic~!
housing.
housing for students is by' convert- year iS tc) el.imiriate a waiting list by ~ord of mouth," said junior
.. science ancl
"We will w9rk closely with Resi~ .... ing some. ofthe Univ¢rsity Apart- altogether'.
·
Kelly Thorne. "I knew the people ·
;( ~is.~02'. ~~p~~t:,::· . dence, ~i~e to·~m>ur~ thf:f~ is enough . meni.s.Jn.t_q.thre~~P.~ts.9r)1p11rJ'1ients •. ; . Thi? Qf~~,~..,'?..9! ~.~~~~~se, Life is · who lived he,relast yeah.r ahrid t.alked
<:· ments .. ,
., >.. : housing," Fl~Spo~for said. .
... that \vill)e similar;t9Jiy.ihg in the ·consideripg· leasiilg:·a sinall'a'par~~ t?- th~ !arid1ord· throug J em,": · ·
( ~~he whole. ·.'
.
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.. derlt be.cause
he .has imBY CHAD ENGELLAND
.pafred the Constitution. iind. the •
·Editor-in-Chief, .Publisher .
government through a.direct ac~
This· Saturday more th.an 100
>-When: Saturday, 4:30 p.ni.,
ticm. You can punish him .in the
people involved in area Catholic
>-What: Dinner and lecture at
criminal courts, .but dori'.t overcommunications will gather at annual ineeting of Archdiocesan·
turn the resµlts of a national elecXavie·r to listen to Rev; Avery communiCation: professionals
tion.'' · '
Dulles, S.J;, theology professor at >-Cost: $20,. which includes .
. .. Other members of the. faculty
·Fordham University.
din.ner and an open bar ·
are not so qufok to agree. "The
.Dulles is often referred to as "th~ l!l!!!ili!
president has. not maint11ined the
dean of American ·Catholic theoio: on Cincinnati' and the Civil War,
int~gr.ity. of the tifftce;" said Dr.
gians.''- At the event, he will be Hurley's•workmakes Iocalhistory
David TrunnelL"I am in favor of
speaking on "Catholics in the . and current events both entertainhonest and .ethic.al behavior; lyWorld of Mass Media;"
ing and. educationai. ·
ing does not fit into that cat. Historian and. television com.The anl!ual meeting. of th.e
egory.".
.mentator on WKRC Channel 12 -Sa!esian Guild;. an association. of
Though many µ.embers of the
Dari Hurley will be honored as the Catholic communicatfon. profes~
com~unity have-opi~ions on·. i999 Distinguished Catholic Com- sionals withi!l the archdiocese• of
whether or not the preside'nt
·municator of the Year. Hurley. is Cincinnati, will.also foature·Mass ..
.. should r~main ·in' office, s.ome be.. . ·, . : : . Irene Hodgson, professor ,0f-h1odern · langu~ges, signed
also a former employee of Xavier's and din~~r. ·.·. ~·· :
,lieve that a removal is highly un- ·.()ffice ofbevelopmerit.
..
'· '.·.apd.di.scussed her b~okFlight'fromC~i/e'_. Voicesof Exile
,The-event: begin's with. Mass at
likely. In order for the president"
.. As; host of 'WKRC-TV's 4:30 p~·fTi. in ·Be11'aihiine ·chapel; · .• Jan'. '1 Efat JOsephiBeth Boo~sellers in Rookwood Pavillion.·
.to be fon.;ed out ofoffice,.a two-·
·Hodgson translated the testirnonies. ofthe torture, ·
news makers and as ·a· consultant to followed by a reception intht: Uni-·
thirds se~ate,maj~rity ~ote is nee- • ihe National Underground Railroad versity Center•at 5:30
executions and mass arrests of Chileans. i.mderthe ·
. essary. .With tlie majority of sena- : . Freedoin Center, Hurley brings .
dictatorship of General Pinochet. .
·
·
Dinner will begiri at 6:30 p.m.
to~s expressing·tll~irintentio~s fo .• · Cincinnati's past and present to area folldwecfbythe lectlire at 7:30 p~m.
.·.For more than :15 years, some 200,000Chileans.sought·
vo,te alongside their party on the ·. .· residentS'via television~ radio and
•·exile ih more than 140 coimtries.'once civilian rule
.· All Xavier faculty, staff and stuissue~ a deadlock S~C?ms. ihevi- .
emerged iri 1989, niany·retlirning.Chileans felt estranged
dents are invited 'fo attend ..·Con~
written word ..
table.
from a country ~orever changed. · · ·
Frain radio documentary on · tact.Rev. Matthew Gamber, s.J.; this

BillClinton

·The ·details·

a

p:m. ;._ ' .·
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. See lm1>eachment,' Page 3 :
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a television series
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year's chaif, for more inforITiation;
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.:Dtv'.Ellsto.Ns:

M~n'sbasketball best"-ever
.. ," '.S,.t~rt ih Atlantic Jo . • ':.

. ... Aronoff'~ ·'Footloose;
'afiawless•rendition

.

"Abortion pro andc~h:'ifwo: ·
.:'sid~s 'the aborti()~'iss~e ' .
.
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BY JAMIE CURRAN
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CAM'.Pu's .. NEWS
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· . .··~. . en. · . spe~

"·S·.···
. . . ·t.··
· .. , ... ,. .

>Sarah Kelley, Editor · ,
·>News· Roorn: ·74,5•3122.
>NEWS@xavier;xu.edu
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The unveiling of Xavier's new ·
statue
"Dance. of Tears" has proHistorian and television com~·
vokecl
several discussi'ons a.bout a
inentator riani:!urleywill be hon~
.
much
.debated
issue =::--- abortion.
ored Saturday,J~n: 23; at~ayier
Members:o(Xavier'~
pro-life.orga~ .·
· . as ~e 1999 Distinguished Catha·nization; Student$ for Life, are voic~ .
. : · · lie Communicator of theYearby
. the Salesian Guild:· an associa- .. . fog their opinion oil ttje issue by
participating in the March for Life ·.
· ' tiori of Catholic communication
'
in.Washington; D.c.,:this Ftiday. ·.. ·
» professi~nais· in'·CinCinnati:
· Students for Life brings inform~
Rev. Avery Dulles, s:J., will speak
speakers .to campus and pr~vicJ~s ..
at the ·event' which. begins with ·
students with information about al:~
Mass at 4:30 ·p.m. in Bellarmine .
terri~iives to abottlqn. Th.e_ group
Chapel followed by a; reception...
Tickets are $20. For more infor- 1 . also participates iri organized service projects at pregnancy crisis
mation call Rev. Matthew
'
: .
centers. ' ·.• .
· ·oamber~·s.J~, at 745-3240. ·... ·
'fo additfon 'to protesting abortion, Students for Life is also concerned_with lhe elimination o.feu~
The Xavier Wellness· Team.
thanasia. a~d ·capital punishment.~ ..·
~nd the Health and .Courif>eling
"People jus·t don't dialogue co·n- .·
Center are sponsbring theAmericemiilg these issues,''. said senibr
"
'·. . ' . · : ;: . .. ... .• ..
. . , . . ·: . .
- ·: .. . : . , · ,_ .
. NEWSWIRE PH.~~0 BYAM~ zvw•cK•
can Cancer Society's Fresh ~tart
·.Tony s:tieritz, presigent of Students Xavi~r's Students for Life group iii frc:m~ ~Hhe W,ashi(lgtori ~Mon.~mentbefore last year's march.'
· Smoking Cessation :Prograi:ri. It··
for Life. "Ariothergoal of oursi,s to'. 'cus~ iibortion, as w~ll as.other life.·.'' th~~v~n~.las~ ~ear; ..... I~ w~~;ln~red~. ' ·. 'According to _th~·:st~d~n~ Ser~
· .,is.open to a,il stude11t.s, faculty
' seek a forum and encourage that issues. .
ible to see SUQh a.large ·number of: vices, office,· the fact that Xavier is
and staff. ·Dates and locatiOns:
dialogue;'; . . . .. ... , ·.
·. ·
.. , "Life is being degrade.cl ~t alJ. ·, people starn;li1;1g up -for:. something •..• ;without a pro"choice organi~atio~:· ..
fan. 26and28 iri the Regis Rqom .
Students for Life will' make tlieir • stages, [fromab.qrti()n] to euthai;ia- .. so :important!' ·
. . : • .·
simply i1t1plies .a lack: o.f student-:
· of the University Cent~r and Feb.
third annual treiqo· Washingfon 1 sia,:'said Ca,thy'•Lampe, .treasurer .. ·. The o~her· ~ide .of th~ abpfti9n initi.ation. ,Students are freetocre· 2 an.d 4 in the Kentucky/Indiana : D:C., to take part in the March for of ~t,udents forLik ."We are,mak- . debate is no.t as boldly represented ate, ~ny .<irganization, .providirig • '·
Room ... For. more. inform~tion,
Lifo. · .
ing this trip to stand up forlife be- , atX:ayier.'TheJack of a:deslgriat~d they ~ave a sponsor~ ' , .........
"ontac,t.the Health and Cou~sd- ·
..· fo_rum. for pro.7choice men .and
, .·"It's great that these· students · .·'
Twenty-three Xavier stude!'lts, as cause someone has to.''..
'ing 'center at. 745~3022:
well as: pro:Iife ·students from the . •The. stude~ts: will aiso pattici" . ·women is causing.some students to . feel.strongly enough .to gofo ~ash~......
.·
.· ingtbn, I;>~C.,
voice their opiri: .·
·university .of Cincinnati and the. pate in. a. peacefuJ ·protest .out~ide ... ~oi~e' 9oncern. ·· ···
College of Mount St. Joseph, Jeave Pla.nned ;Parenthood. on Saturday;·.
"I. am pro~choice,". S!lid sopho~ iof1s;" said junior John Whitaker. , .
Thursday night to. take part i_nthe saidtampe. . · · ·..
. ·
"more Rita Rh9des; "Everyone's: "'Unfortunately, Xavfor does n9t
·.There willbeaforum.Thurs·
rally~
·
.
..
.
.''The
March
for
Life
is
a·
yery
cie¢is.~on iS;:penionaI·; but ~here haye ·enough ·voices repres_ented;
day at 9:30 p.m:, in Kelley Audi"
·The
students
will
also
meet
with
.
positive
experience;·~ said .senio~ should be a prci;qhoice· group oil· includl£1g that of pro~hoice stu·
.
'torium, to hear senior's input .
; dents.'!
' . Congressman SteveChabot t9 dis- .. Kim Burnside'; who participated in campus to balimce it out" . .
concerning SeniorWeek;
•

...

I

Quitting smoking _

to.

·Senior Week

s~h~l~~~~iP~rl-ers'~ j~avtet,~s.~sUtn.Dler

Service•. program"

· >Applications are now being· ·
· ..
: ·. ·
1
BY LORAINE CROUCH ·
. Th~ pfograiit; f~ri4edjn .part_ by . with disabiliti~s, ' s·aidj1.mior'Kiis_tie based ori leadership .pdtential, the.
accepted for the Benjamin D.
" ·News Features Editor
private donations, is ·designed :to Marcelle; '.'They had a :lot more to .. ·desire •arid. motivatiOil to co min fr
· Urmston. Family .Peac;e St~dies· ·.
· tuition rerili~sion scholarship of..: .
Applications ·a~e now being. ac- foster a sense of community among · offer me than had to offer them~ td service and academic record. .
fered to Peace Studies minors, . · .cepted for ·the Xavier· Univershyl · interns as theyJearnfrom theirowri :i'hey had a-lotofloye a11d a lot to
Students selected as iritetnswill
worth up to $4,ooo.'Applications .
United: Way & Community chest service eiq:ierie!Jce and the experi- teach:m!!." .
·
. · ·· : . have a chance to. review internship
should be ·turneiJ in to the Dor- · Summer Service Internships . ._ ences,c:if others. Weekly reflection
· Mafcelle 'spent last summe~ at . and .site descdptions from particiothy J)ay House by Feb. (.
. . Twenty-four stlldents wili'be se- · sessions also.offer students a sup- . the St. Joseph 1Home·Jor severely pating agencies. Students will then
>The Air & Waste Management ·· . i~Cted. to remain on campus for 11: port system as they face challenges · disabledcMidren~ "Ifs orieofthos.e. :·rank their top choices and be placed
Assoc'iation is offering scholar~ . weeks oyer the surrimer. and serve · and. new situations in ttieir service. things you have to experience for. with· one of their preferred sites if
ships to students who will be se. the Cincinnati community. · .
agency,
yourself," she ~aid: ''.'.rhese children . possible.
.
· niors in 1999-00 and who are in- ,
·The Internship, which is. enterTwenty~two agenc;ies partici- are like angels fl'.om heaven."
. . -· An m:ientation will be held i.n~
terested. in pursuing ac~reer in : . ing its sj'xth year, is·devoted to de~ pated i_n_the summer prog~ain in
Senior Natasha Collins also en~ ..· the spring to provide interns with ,
aif environmen'ial .field ... Applic
~elo'ping ;_'people for others" frcim 1998, irtcludingAip_s Volunteers ~f joyed working with chil.dren at the . ari opportunity to miet with agency
promi~ing Xavier studen'ts dedi~ Cincinnati (AVOC), Drake Center;. Village Schools. 'Her internship ' representatives, attend an adminis- ·.
cants must be enrolled full time
.and have a cumulative grade
cated to service.
Stepping Stones. Center andCin- challenged .her to face problems . trativemeetingand visit the agency.
point .average of 3.0: Applica~"
The.chosen interns will work 35 cinilati Association for the· Blind.
withiri the s~hool as well.
where. they will be working. ·
tions:are avaifable in the Office"•
hours per week.at a service agency,·
· Th~ goal is to b~ild a commu~
"It was interesting to deal with ·.. ' ,Applications can be picked up·
of Finan,c;ial Aici arid are due Feb.
''in additibn to attending weekly re- '11ity of service interns on campus . problems that arose when people .. from the Career· Services Center, the
26.
flection,and traiiiing ·sessions.. In. who can share' what they ha've making decisions were. removed infmmatiOn desk or the CSC web
>TheAmeriCan Chemical Soci~
return; ~tudents wi 11 r~ceive a learned to addressdssues and co~-· from the actual program," Collins site: www.xu.edu/studev/careed
ety. sponsors scholarship pro:
$2,SOO stipendplwi·rocirnand board tinue riiakit1g servic~ a partoftl:!eir ·said. ·
·
.
· sttident/unitedway.html. Applica- . ·
grams for• students ~.nrolled· fa., ·· ·. b.11 call1pus.thro~ghout the\r'in~ern~ · lives .. ·
.
. · The steering committee selects . · .tion·s-are due to,CareerServices by
four year bachelor degree pro~;
ship: ·. . · .
. . . .· .
.
"'t:learned a ;!cit: about chlidren . students for the· service internship Feb: ll at-5 p'.ln. ,
.
.
;
' grams who want fo'enterthefield
.
' ,·
· ·· ·
. .;_.
· . of ch~rnistry,: AppJic~nts .must·
havefihancial need, beu:s. citi~ · ·
"o··. 1·1•c···e·..
:1·e".s·· . the hillsi.d,e .was di~co'v·e~ed wh'e~e
Friday, ··Jan~ 17,.1 ;2f~.n1.~ . ·
:
•·
i .
. • the truck had .dr.iyen'ont6 the, gra~s.. Campus polic.e _resportded Jb sev~
zens, arid must beAfrican Ameri- ,
. '·can; HispaniC or Amefican In~~".
.
'_· .·"
..... · . '' '' ·. ~eral,reportsofalo\Jdariddi!{orderly:
·po·11·c·.•.. N"o''t'e·...
;'diim.' Applications are available
.. · Sunday,}~~· _1_7, 3;~Jil.~~7 party ad015.DanaA~e:.. ·C_focin.~; ·
· ·.
. . .
· ·
' from'theAmericanChemicalSo' . Fri~ay,' Ja:~~ 5, l:20': AriR.A; iriBrockmanrepo~tefthat\ n11ti-police also receive'd com::·'.'o•··~".:·.··t°'·h'.·.··.·~.::We.e.··.k,
...· •
' 'ciety Web Site arwww.acs:org ·:
' a.m,.;.;.;. Amal~ student reported a per.sari had tal1'1pered ~ith 011~ of .:plairit~:.and ardved-'at the scene.
. './ .• . . '
··. he. had be~n assaulted by ~ fe- the ·fire'.ex.tinguishers 'iri thi;: dorm: . p()lice broke up two seperate: par~ .
·· ·
·
and are due Feb. 15: .
. > Arrierica'.n Mensa.'s annual
'male student in front the step's ._Thee person· sprayed the:;~xtin~ ties that.were taking place within
Friday~ Jan. 15, ll:50
scholarshfp essay contest is open
leading into. Kuhlman. The fe- guisherthroughoutihe·lobby, leav~ the building.
.
..
: . p;m~~ A student wa's arto students' who will be enrolled
male' student was d~ed, f()r un- ing a residue C>n the flo9ran~fomi~ .
' '
' .
. ..
' rested for assa~lt afterstrikderageconsumptioriofalcohol.. ture; .. ·.
/
Saturclay,Jan.:18~2:3()-a.m.'-:- .... · ingapart-ti~eempl~yeein'·
in college ·duringthe·i999.~00 .
academicyear. Award~, which·
Nocinewasinj!l_r~d. . . . . . . . . · '· :·· .•. ·...· ...
•:pampus .. police:receiv~d~ever11I·:. • thehe.~dwith;a.fro~en
~range frorit $200 io $i ,OOQ, will'
- · We~11esday, Jan.· 1.3. 1 l:3o· ·complaints from residents on Re- .
.~ifowbaU:' :The.· employee
• ·• be awardt~d·ori .the basis.of~s-: ': '
.~ri.d.ay, · J.an. ·15, ·. 3:05 . a.m.~ .A·commuter·student·~e~ .·· ·gentAven~e.in N~rwo~d concern-·'. ···•was dtiving do.wn' Univer~. ·
. says ofSS.O orfewerwords.which ·
. a.•111·- Campus policerecei ved . p~~te~~that t~p·brand new text~ :•.. ing·.a Xavief p~rty. ·,Notwood po~.. . ·. sity Driv~ ;wheli .the inci-'. ~ • ·.•
'state·.the'applicanfs·cateer,·.vo-"
a •report' of. a . full~sized- black• 'books:.were• siolen.\Vheri:she·.1.eft . ' lice.were.dlspatched.··to the:scene '.··· ?.~erit/oc~ured. : '
tr'uckd~iving reckl~sslythrough, ·. '.'tfie~- mo~erit~rily unatte~d~d; in · whefe they broke•:up :~'party 'in~the · ·.
' · ;: •
catiorial arid academic goals. Ap"
plications are availahle. in the '
: the'xavier Village.. Damage to., the);)ownunder... ·
:37~o': bl_ock_ofRegent. ' : . ,'
..
Office· of Firiancial Aid. and are .
·· · ·
du~ Jan. 31.
..
··
"
·

:1

·p·

1·0'
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Job market good· for grads
'

.
colleg~ c~reer

de~and.

.

.

GI bill would p_ay full
t UI•t•I().n,
. b . I{
t
00 .cos. s

. BY DIANA KUNDE
hot
Some
rushing tb campus to beat or match
·Knight~Ridder Newspapers
offices also report more interest in ··.the corppetition, internships .have
WASHlNGTor'l(CPX)-AconService memb~rs must pay
· Don'tshedanytea:rsforthe 1999 undergraduate finance, business also stepped. up tfre courting pro:. gressional cqlllmission is 'propos~ $i,200 to take advantage of the
crop of coll~ge :and:.:.MBA gradu": and accounting majors~Among top cess. More students are seeking 1ind · fog a new GI Bill)hat would pay curren't system, but un~er the. new·
ates.
:,
· 1VIBA grads, contfoued ~rowth in ·.. gettin.g meanivgfol:,\Vqrlc ~xperi~ full tuition and all book costs. at plan they wouldn't have to pay any
·Even. thoµgh · recniitiilg prob- const1lting will: help offset<an ex~/ · e11ce earlier in their m1dergracluate any.college fodour years ifthe re~·· initial fees. ·
··
ably WOti'.t match the frenzied pitch ' .pect~d decline, from investment or.MBA studies.That, Ip tum,)eads .dpient agrees to spend tlie same'
In addition to'foll tuition and
. of last spring, :the job m~rketfor banking~ said Karen Dowd, recruit-. to earliefjob of(ers: . .. . .
. . amount oftirrie serving in the mm~ books, recipitmts also would get a
new grads appears strong despite a ing_specialistw..itll ~!-llliaii. res()Ufce.' ; Take Mark.¥ynhier; .a' second~' tary.
'
monthly stipend of $400.
slOwing economy. . . . .
':. c9nsillta11tBi'ecker'<%Merrymanin •year MBA,. student ~t .SMU'~ C()x
The CommissiOn said the new.
An estimated 70 percent of all
"This year: students may be com" NewYork.
· · ". .
, i.
· School. M~. l\.1ynhiefgofa job of~ phm.would replace the existing pro- active personnel meeting· the new
ing.up with three offers instead of ' ' ' bne big c.~~rige:' :B'tc:r~itersare ' fer)tl; the 'last.week of. his. summer.' gram, which covers only 36 months proposal's requirements would take
four odive, but I still think it's goc appearing on 6aµ.ptis earlier, ex~ . internship ~'ith Pittiglio Rat:iin · of educational costs - capped 'at advantage of it, compared with the
ing
be a very strt.lrig market," · te11d.fog ~ffers 'sQ.qn~r iii the sen.ior Todd 8i: McGrath; a management . $528 a month - for military per- 33; 7 percentwho participate in the
said Steve Pollock, co"founder of . y~aranc:L pressilig':stu~e11tsJo ac~ .· consulting firni specializing' in' · sonnel who have served three years. existing program, a spokesman for
Wet Feet Press, a San FrariCiscd pub-:· · cept eafly iii' sofrie'&ases ·by offer- :' ·. high~t~hnology.. · .. · .·..• ·
on active duty.· ·
.
the commission said.
lisher of guides .f()r collegfate job · ingJ_a#~r,~igiling bpriu~es, to tho~e ·.: · For Mr.' Mynhier, the· decision·
·
· ----~-'---"--'---------1
seekers.
.
•
.. '. •.. · whon'iakeup'.theirJ:niildsinthefalL ·wasano-brainer..
.
.
·~
1· ..
The annual falrtecruiting sur: :."lfyoti wimt toge(t(? the best' .• .~Considering that my ~ummer .··
c.···.·.
vey by the National Association of· students, you .have to get there . ,'.was a:n exceptional experience, and
Colleges and Employers shows· a· . eady~··.sai~ JerryV,illella, an ahim~: :.: tl,ie fit was uncanny,'' an e}(tra ,go-.· ·:Continued .from page l"
. . peachment process' and the .events
IQ. perceritincrell,se in hiring prq- ~. nus:·•· of : Sou'th~rn:, Methodistf·. rmsforthe'earlydecision wa~ ''just.
"While the Senate has tried to surrounding it will have on future
jections overall. That's only half the' ,University's EdWinJ_,, c9x.·s~hool,· ··the·icing·ori the ~ake;'' he said.' .
operate o~ abipartisim or nonpar- genei:ations. "President Clinton
19 percent increase .in demand be- of Business who' helps recruit on· . ': Mark. Castiglione; another Cox . tisan basis, it is obvious th~f it is has,. to some' extent, betrayed the
tween spring '97 and '98, but. the campus forJ.P. Morgan's Dal- . MB.A student, also accepted a.job divided along party lines,'' said Dr. faith of th~ American people,'.' said
· healthy,nonetheless. Hiring projec-· las regional office.
· from his summer internship with Timothy White of the political s~i- junior Dave Hoinski. "He sets a:
tions for West Coast electronics ·
"We'.ve llloved·up our interview Houston-based EnroriCorp:
.. ence dep,~rtment.
. dangerous precedent, telling future
manufacturers a:re way down; and . dates by an. entire month; We were·
· ''They set a benchmark," he ·said.
· "Republicans. appear more ea- presidents that it's OK to lie under
mostregions are reporting smaller there ·in October.' ~ome feel even "I thought it was a great opportu- ger. to have live witnesses and to oath and to the American people."
Though Clinton may succeed in
increases in.demand than lasfyear. that's too late," Mr. Villella said. . ni~y fofme, and Twas able to cull vote for the removal of the presiStill, starting salaries are' ex.peeled .
At Nortel Netwm:ks, the Canada-.' ' out a lot of companies that l might dent while Democrats are reluctant avoiding removal from office, it is .
to increase'by a·4.8 percent aver- 'based tele.communications firni, "a otherwise have interviewed." ·
to cail witness-es and are unlikely likely upcomi.ng candidates for the·
age. •
.
·1ot ofrecruiting we typically wo.uld
Was he little warned aboutthe : to vote for removal. Unless. new presidency may be met with a po"Last year was s6 phenmnemil. be doing in Jhe ·spring of· '99 has economy? ·Sure;• Mr.·· Castiglione· evidence emerges or live witnesses . litically disillusioned voting popui
.
You're just not going tO keep see" alreadf been done in thefal~ of '98," said.' "S.ome of the .investment change the minds.of several Demo~ lation. · .·. ,
Rev. James Mccann, S.T, said,
. ing; .that/' · . said
Cami.Ile said, senior recruiter Kurt Hall. "In · banks in New York·are laying off cratic senators; there is very little.
.Luckenbaugh, employment irifo'r~ an .ideal world:'; we'd iike to fill all . pretfy heavily. That was· another . chance the President. will be· im- ·"The partisanship of the.impeach.
rilent process has created a profound
mati.on manager for the assodation. , our•·positions for '99 by (winter)· factor to consider, that the. oppor- j:>eached," he said. • .
Also on the minds of faculty and · cynicism that:may result in .even
Under'graduat~ and ·graduate· holiday break.".
·
tunities are probably going to' be
students is the effect tha( the,. im-' lower voter turnout.'"
'
compufor~retated majors remain irl
While
lllostreeriliters say. they're smaller."
,.,·. - ;
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Prof. ·musters typing tifile ·machines
',•\

co~es from p~ssing.up a collector's .

KELLY CICHY.
··Feature Writer

item. During a trip .to Texas,I:>olt'
PhilosophY. professor Dr. Richspqtted a big, old rusty type"'.fiter ~
sitting by a dumpster.
· . ·
ard Polt has something in his of(ice
.· :'.'I thought 'That's very ugly, I
few people understand.
don~t want that.' Hate~ found out it
"Some people come in and.
was "worth.$1;000," he said:_
.
scratch their heads, and they think
· I'm-crazy,;, said Polt.
.·. . ·. Still;.de~pite thedi~appoint~ent .. ·
.· of.passi~g'up a valu~bfo typewriter,
The display in his office show~.Pott doe~ not view.it as a financial
cases a small portion of a growing
collection of typewriters, relics from
Joss .. ·· .
.
the pre-computer era. ·
. . "I ciori;t see them (typewriters)
· · as an investment," he said, "I just
. i;>olt's collectio11 officialiybe~
gan when he received his first typet'lke them. Th~re ate sorrie I would
.··.· ' consid~rtiacling,
butthere
are some. ..
writer from his:.father at age 12,
-.·.·. '
.
:· · ..
which he later used to get ·through
I'm,:really fond of" . '
..
· . Alt.hough most,of the collection .
graduate school. But Pott began
is siorecl in the basement 9Uiis
collecting typewriters serio.usly five
home, some.pieces are on display
years ago, two years after he began .
in his office· iii Hinkle Hall.
teaching at Xavier.. ·
... "Storing·them is kind bfa chat-·
· "I always .liked the look this ·
lenge," Pol.t said. He woul.d some.one," Polt said of his first typewriter.
day Hke .to have.them. all <'>!'1 dis"What hooked m~ was finding inplay ·personally rather than in a ..
• formation about the. really· old
.·Philosophy professor Dr. Rkhard Polt has Cl collection and el.a borate web page de~oted to .. .
museum ..
ones;"
Now, several years later, his col- · typewriters.~. One of his unique models has a circular keyboard that rolls paper ir:ito a tube as you
As cornputers contirme. to belection includes 60 typewriters, fype. ·Po It's hobby and Classic Typewriter Page has earned him recognition in Newswe~k ~nd The .comernore and mor~· advanced, the
·
·
hobby is b~coming m~re ~nd more
with ·the old~st one dating back. to Nevv York Times. The page averages_ 200 hits per week
the 1880s.
·
·
popuiar. "They ar~ more allurirg
His collection varies in. age, but tom of the carriage, which means . collector .in .Cincinnati.
. Polt, whose page aver~ges 200 hits because they are .nowobsolete,!' he
. Polt's web page, dedicated to a week.. · · ·
·
said; His personal collection is con. Pott said, The best .time period is typists are unable to· see what they
the 1890s because there were hun- are typing. He also owns Caligraph . typewriters and "the.pr~ctlc~ ()fool:
additi~n tti acquiring type- tinuously growing, although he
dredsofcompeting manufactu~ers, typewriters, which are unique in ·lecting, caught the: attention of writers via the Internet, Polt also admits he i~trying to slow down.:·
all with different designs.'' .
that they, have. a double keylJOard_ Newsweek and The New York Times. searches. for· ~dditions to his col~
. Pait has not mamtged to get any
In order to avoid infringing on separating the lo..verand uppercase Both publications"fe.ati.lred artfoie~. lection whe11hetravels. "WhenI'rri. of the other faculty mem'be.rs
on various aspects of the low-tech traveliri.g to other pla:ces, I always hooked on· typewriter collecting,
each other's patents, the designers l~tters_. .
of thattime hadto be v_ery. invenPolt still uses some of his type- . appeal of typewriters and Pblt'.s. make sure to cli~ck out the ~ntique . but lte continues to find pie~sure
ti:ve. The finished product some- .wrfters for letters; but he admits he elaborate Web pag~.
.
shops," he said. Although his col~. i1.1 collecting and learning qiore
oh Polt's Classic Typewriter lection primarily consists ofAineri- apout the "ancient'.' typing '.ma- .·
times bared little resemblance to a does not know how to type on some
typical typing machine.
. of.the more unique models.
Page, visitors can find anything. pan typ~writers, he has fourid some chines.
.
"Thetre mechanically and aes~
• "I have one calied a Lambert.·~ ..·. Polt keepli in'contactwith other ; from .ttie. history of typewriters, foreign models.
with circular keyboaMfrom abbut ·collectors through 'an e.."mail list he · 1 : vivid iil.ustrations of un~sual nia~
.·"I don'tthink I've ever. bought thetically interesting," he-said.
190.0t said Polt. "When you type, . ~egan. Buying and.sellingrare· and . chi ties,. cl11ssified_advertisements · .. orie .outsid.e of the United States, · . ··.· ·visit the Classic T)ipewriter Page .
. the.paper gets rolled up in a tube." · interesting finds as.w~ll as search~- : and IinkS"·to other Web sites per- but I have foµitd foreign. ones in . at.· Jlttp;//xavier';xu.edu/-polt/
Polt'ii collection also includes a · · ingfor parts and maintenance tips . taining to typewriters.
. America," he said; . . .
. . · · typewri~ers.html. · '
.
"It's of interest to anyone who is
Like all collectors, Polt has
number ofiJnderstroke.typewriters; .are among the topics collectors Clis~ .
where the type comes from the bot- . cuss. So far, Polt.knO\vs ofno other 'ctufou.s about typewriters,"_ said. experienced the sense oflossthat
,•
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R. e ect1on a s new..· 1mens1on to club
n· ·

···

LORAINE· CROUCH
News Features Editor

· -

·

you of love, of light, of truth, of ·
peace." I honor the place within you
.· . .
where if you ~re in_ that.pl~ce in
.
you and I am m that place m me;· . ·
.· ·• · ·
Jher~ isonlyone_ of us .. : Namas~e;"·
JOU·
· .·. Students liked the· name · _ • .
· .
Namilstebecause it represent~' one

The Drop-Inn Center, Friendship
Re!lding Center, Unity Reading·
Center, Bethany House for battered
women a~d Marjorie P'.Lee Retire~
rrient Home are other• possible
placements forNamaste members.·
While:me:mbers admit ~he'ti!Jie

•got more irivolved and hai;I more tc;i
-share.'; .
.
.
.
· · "You· usually do service and go
home,. but this way you come to-_
gether: and share experiences,"
Bcibo said.'
;'; Ortce a semester; the.club orga-

·'7 honor the place
<in
where the
·
entire-universe
stu~~~ea~ti~~~:u:!1~~~~:~~to~~;· . ~:.~~;e~:~a~:c~;~0~fi~h:11~~~~ple. : •.resides; j hono.r the .'.: ·... f~::!~~:.n~~::i~~~~~~~t~~~~~... ;:;:~~:6;r~r;~~~~;;:~e;~!~::~ ·
House (and .'95 iXUgrild), came up r~gar~less of who they are ~r tlleir .: p·.lace.iny·OU oflove,
important part of their week.
from'campus and look back at ev- ·
· . ·"With Namaste, it's a full com-. erything they have l~arned during·
with the idea for a unique service s1tuat1on," Hasenmueller said; , •,. .·.· • · ..... · . ·
organi~ation I.ast year at a confer- . Group me~b~rs c~~mitt,o tW? oflight, oftruth, of·
mitment," said freshman director · the semester.
·
, ·h ·
·. h··.
Bri.dget O'Lo~ghlin. "With that · ·In addition, club leaders plan
ence at.lfoston College; I:Iis idea hours·of service andone·hour of
was tocomiectjustice issues"with a :r~tlectioh.per w~ek;' Ahout50stu-- peace'. I
onor-t. e
.commitment, I am building sfron- ::;ocial adivities to instill a deeper
service club in w~ich i:eflectfon is· . dents started the'prograin.iil thefall, ·p•· la.c~.··_:'w.ithin
...·JO...·u.·..·..·
ger relationships with. the people I sense of community. 'The organias important as service;:.· .
and while not all h·ave retu.rned,.
.
.
serve. I have a reason to go every zation hopes to expand to upper"lw~s really. looking for a way. new.comers h~ve kept the number . U,,Jh~re ifyou are Jn.
week," she said.
classmen ~ext year vvith the help of
to cbinbiile service and reflection; of members high, .
. .
· •,.•....· ·.
,, '...
"Ofall the good I've beeri given, · freshmen directors O'Loughlin and
·.arid the reason for that is bec~use. .. rvtember~ .meet atthe Dorothy. thatp-face. in JOU ancj I'm trying t~ give something back, . 'Lea Minniti.
service.isn'tjust a one "Ya:y thing," D~y House weekly where th_(!y ., 'J· :· ::· ..•... :h. · .1 · . ;· · and I cari see that ram whe1fl.see
With the.beginning of the. new· .·
saidHasenmueller. ·
·break up info small groups,of..five :· • am, in· t.. at ptacein
the smiles on the.kids;faces,''.said. semester, freshmenhavetakenover
"It's the intefaCticirt, shadng artd > o~ six peo.pl~ to ~iscuss.·}~eir se_r~. : me th~te ts ·oflf1/
freshJrian·steve FisL: ·:.'_ .'. ::
. most of the ieadership roles within·· .
·.~ .· · · · ·...
Fisk volunteers a~Wastiirigtori . the group~ Along with the two dilearning thafgoes on whenyou.step · vise expent?nces for the week.....Stu- .:... . ' c ,., : · ·
back.~nd reflect on serving.others den~s s.ign ·~P, for a !ocati~n.at ~he .. _of us •.• .. Namaste. "
.. ParkElementary in Ovei-.:th'e~Rhine, rectors: who plan large group meetthat can.teach you-so' triuch i\bout begmnmg of the semester and fmd >..
. '. .
where he tutors.and plays with stir- ings and coordinate events, a five; /i...~r'rt Da~~~ Gristfor the dents after school. · · > · ·
person 'team helps decide on activi- ·
yotir own 1ire· arid htiw thaf affects houi:~ to fitihdr schedule.
Committed service and retlection are the core components of a
riew freshman ·service club on c~m- ·
pus ~ailed Na~a~te S~rvice Com~
munity.
..
.

one ·. :

LOCl!tions, servii.:e opportunities .
. . . . . M.ill.
the world ~fOl!nd you,'' he, said ..· . .
The name NarilaSte comes frorrr and transporta:tiori are coordinated
a Hindu greeting that atkrlowl~ ; through Xavier Action .and 'a... .
edges goodness, divinity an4 dig- carpool oL -wiliing students;
'
nity in every'petson. . . • .
ttiroughout the wee!}, studertts
· ' · ··
Spiritual aiithor Ram. Dass ex- travel around Cincinnati io· seven .·>'of the Victory Park Nursing Home.
plains in his b9ok Gri~tfor rhe.MiU ·.. different iocati~ns. '.· .. .... - : •. ·.. ;: ·. Vciluntee~s m~y end up working
S()me ttitcir children atWashirig.: directly" \\!ith people br doing" adthat'Namaste means, "l honor ttie·
piace in you where the entire uni·<· to!'IPark Elementary whpe .oth~rs . minis_trati~e·work depending on the ·:
verse~resides; I honor· the place in make thefr ..vaY,tovisit the 'residents . _ta~k mo~t needed at the time. . .
,.....
::/.·':",,

A team· of.about IO upperclass- ties and facilitates smali~·group
men got Namaste on its feet, but .rneetiilgs.
. .. .. .
. .
the primary members are freshmen:" - ''it's great
to op~n the:·
According to Haserimueller, the ; doc:\r~ (to Dorothy Day House) to
group began With freshmen this students whodori'thave a:~pecific
year as a way. fo start srnaH and justiCe: issue 'they;·~re interested in.
gauge interest in the .groµ~. ·. ... . . "Ser.virig:this "1ay, din help them
•. "The first few weekS',were rough;' ..• find a justice' issue theyare~passion~
said senior Stephanie Bobo,. ','but." ;ate about.'': said H:asemriueller.
.·
.after a while, ii picked up when they

a
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U.S. firms sued
· . for••·sweatshops
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.• NEW YORI( (AFP)- W~~k~rs workers. i~ fqreig~-·owned factories
on the Pacific island of Saipan filed. operating in U :S. soil.';
·
·. class-action suits against 18 apparel '- A separate lawsuit was filed in
firms last Wednesday, seeking more state court in Los Angeles. by GloBYcttRISTINE TATUM
than $1 billion for buying from bal Exchange, Sweatshop Watch
College Press E*change; · ,
. sweatshops in the tJ.S. territory.
and two other orgi:inizations. ·
·····<PRINCETON, ~.J; .(C:P,X) - · ·.
One of the workers, Carmencita
· . Th~· suits accuse· the r~tailers,
The «N"ucle QlympiCs,''.. iong~ . ·
· manufa~turers and designers of a Abad,. who was fired for trying to
·standfrig tradition at'Princeton Uni"racketeering,conspifacy" for using organize other!aborers, said the
~etsit)i iti which studentHun nak:~d
.. cheap labor --' mostly young sweatshop employees in Saipan
throtigh•the semester's first sndw\~omen from China, the Philip- . were recruited from China, Malay-.
fall, sh~uld stop before. someone '
.
·
pines, Bangladesh and Thailand sia arid the Philippines.
gets killed, the university's presi··to
prqduce
clothing
in
"intolerable"
·
"They promise us the American
dent said.
·
·
•
working
.conditfons.
'
'
.
dream,
but instead, we awaken in a
.· The decades-old traditibn is one
Among those named in the ac- nightmare,". she said, describing 12of :Princeton's most ~otorious.' At
.. tion were, Sears, Wal-Mart, The hour days, seven-days per wee!\,•
midnight, hundr:eds of ·students :
: Gap, TOmmy Hilfiger, Oshkosh with workers liv.ing up to seven to
. gather to watch the sophomore class .
·
'B'Gosh; Dayton-Hudson, The May a roqm.
rlin naked through ah. ice-covered .
:,.. ·•Department Stores, Jones Apparel
The companies rarely paid overcourtyard while music blares frofri
•• Group~ TheLimited,JC Penney and time,·she said. .
·..
adjacent dormitory windows.
·
· others. .
A third lawsuit was filed in Cali; . About.350 students bared all, .
Lawyers for the plaintiffs said fomia by human. rights and labor :
·and h~qdreds. niore clamored. to
. they ~ere representing 50,000 organizations accusing the compa- ·
watch,. but. what started. out' as ,fun
· workers on Saipan, part of the U.S. . nies of trafficking "hot goods"
~nd exhilarating quiekly gotqut of
. territory of the Northern Marian.a · 1!1anufactured in. violation of. U.S. ·
hand,mimy students sai<;I ...• ·...
Islands, in two class action lawsuits labor laws. ·
. .·Ann!l l,evy:Warren,' i 9, saiq s'h~
.
filed
Wednesday in Saipan and a
Together, the three lawsuits are
ran with her friends wearingnoth~
·third in California.
·
·
seeking m.ore than $1 billion in
ing but shoes, socks, ·a hat, ·body
Al .Meyenhoff, the plaintiffs' · damages and compensation for the
.glitt~ra11p a ~iger, the school's mas. lead attorney,, said that while the · workers.'
.
..·
cot, painted on her back.
." sweatshop ow_Eers'w¢re primarily
· The Marianas, a U.S. common·· \Vhile 'n:i~king her way thrqugh
.
.·. .
. ..
. ..
. . . PHoro sv·10HN.cHABALKo
. Chinese and South Korean, the US. wealth, is exempt from American
.the courtyard, she said she saw ·a
. fohl'.1 Bai~, a, sophqmore atthe University of Delaware, is
man peeing on a.Woman, another
out to break the record for the world.'s largest mbberban~ · · ·. firms that buyare ·ultimately re- minimum. wage and imtnigration
sponsible for the ~·squalid condi- . Jaws, allowing factories' to recruit .
man asturbati~g. a couple ha~ing . ' balL He's got to beat"current record-holder Steve Pal:tridge
, '.
. Asian workers ancfpay them $3:05
. tions."
sex; men groping women, drunk . . of'Surrey, England; who assembled ·a ball weighing 1,022
'· · "This case is unique,'' he said. an hour, ~ell below the minimum
students drifting in. and out ofcon-·
. pounds. Bain says h.is creatiOn is i.ip .to 1,400 pounds now,_
.• "It is the fir.st ever' attempt that I wage of $5.15.
sciousri~~s and several pepple slip~
and he plallstd (!dd a couple hundred more before he ,
know of to hoIO U.S. retailers ac. Territory officials say they are
ping on the ice ~nd snow'. .
.~akes·itin to:be .\l\feigh~d '<~fficially later.this year._> . .
cpun'ia.ble
'.for.
rrtistreatment
of
···frying
to clean up any abuses. · ·
. . ~·1 was ina nudist rriosh"pit grab::
bing desperately at anris ana,shoul-.
'
. '.

:a.

111

t

.···

!:~:1~~~K0:!~f'°~:,~:~;;;. Ga.·· te.·•.·.s.~ · • <. o.• .· ·r. •. d
.· .·: . ··.e.·.·.r.·e.d. r.·.,ig····g·. . e.:d. · .··:.o·p
. · .i.• nio.··1i. poll.

newspaper, the Daily' frfncetonian.
. .
.
·
.
· .
.
. .
. '!A combinatfoi;i o~ m<J,~ ~ulture
BY ANDREW ZAJAC
.
The poll ~esi.ilts surfaced in the the browser into the(operating sysand a couple of inches of snow ap~
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
•. cross~e'xamiriation: of Richard tern) makes sense ... Ide'ally we
parently giye tis theiicense 'to
· WASHINGTON·-Microsoft ·
Schmalensee, an'econorilist who· would have a survey like this done.
normalize behavior'that we woiild Chairman ,Bill Gates ordered a..
·. · was in his second day on the stand before l appear at the Senate on
otherwise not tolerate:. sexual ha- ·rigged opinion poU to support his
· as the lead-off witness .. for .. March 3."
rassment, rape and threats to our U.S. Senate testimoin' about .. the·
Microsoft's defense.
Schmalensee said, "the purpose
lives with bloo.d-alcohol levels over .Purported benefit of combining his
.·Schmalensee Cited the poll. in · of (the survey) was not. explained
:25, just' so we. can lqosen up company's· Internet browser with.
written testimony that disputes the. to me," and hedid not look into why
. enoughtotakeoffotirclothes,"Jen Microsoft'sindustry-standardWin-·.
government's· assertions that it was produced.
Jennings, president of the. class of ·. dows operating system, according
Microsoft is a monopoly and 'that
. But Schmalensee, dean of the
2000, wrote to the newspaper:
to evidence . prese'nted at the
·· . actions such.as folding the browser Sloan Graduate School ofBusiness
Nevertheless; many students company's antitrust trial last Thulsinto the operating system harmed. at Massachusettslnstitufe ofTechwant the event to continue, claim- day.. . .
. .
•·
. .
. consumers by making it harder to . nology, insi.sted he would have used
·ing fr is ,an iniportant opportunity
.. The poll showed .that of a
· use alternative products.
the survey iri his testimony even if
to bond with classm.ates. · .· . · . sample of software developers, 85 · '.
Government attorney David he knew its purpose because ~'it was
. "I loo!< like a~. idiot trying. to perc¢nt thoughtintegrating the two ·
· ·
·
· ·
~oies. introduced a· Feb: 14, 1998; a random sample done by a thirddefend people's right to run ~round .-items wou\d help pl'.ogrammers and. ·.Microsoft C~O BilfGat~s ·
: e-mail from Gates· to· senior . party research.firm. The·purpose
. naked, but if students see this as a consumers.
. .
government. investigation of the Microsoft· executives stating "it is not relevant."
tradition', the adrrii~istradon needs
. However, those findings cor~- · way the company ·combined and . would HELP ME IMMENSELY to
However, othere~mail evidence
todo any~hing p~ssibl~ to make it fiicted. with othet Microsoft data mark.eted the: browser and the op~ have .a survey showing that 90 per- indicates that Microsoft tailored the
safe,'.' said student body president~ .·. showing·. developers suppo~ted a' erating system.
. cent of developers believe putting qtiestion,s· toget a desired response.
·eiect Spencer Merr:iweather.
· · · ·'
·

··reg~:!:e;~:ye~:~i~~\~:v:::!e1e~·
.· · \7i.u.•·.· .·.
years_:t)y working with student of.

:g
· ·

o. . slav.·~ia.·o.·11.,·-.:.brin.k.:of.: er. "·1.·sis,· .:w
. :.· ·.ith ··N.··'ATO . ·
%-

.

.

ganizers and bilrfing photqgraphers.
WASHiNGTQN (AFP) ~·
tio~s th6 October agr~~ments'~ . ' OSCE's truce-monitoring mission.
and television cameras. The·univer- goslaviaandNATO'areo.nthebrink th.at averted'air strikes, h~ said. in Kosovo under a U:S;-brok(!red .
- sity also added security, e~tra)ight- of an ."extraordinary _emergency" Holbr~oke, who J:>rok~~ed those deal, was declar~d persona nori .
. ing and emergency personnel to after the massacre of45 ethnfo.AI- 'accords with Yugoslav President grata Monday and ordered to lel;lve
make the run 'safer for students. . banians and the expul~iqn. of the Slobodan Milosevic, warned that ·• Yugoslavia within 48 hours after he
As far as Presici~rit Harold . OSCE mission chief fromfroubled · the NATO activatfon order issued· emotionally condemned the Friday
Shapiro is concerned,. the 'efforts Kosovo, U.S. Special Envoy Rich- last fall. for the ~ir strikes· was· still killings in the southern village of·
have' faile~·. He has, as.ked the 'ar<l Holhrooke told
Monday. . in effect.
'
. Racak. .
..
university's dean of students and.a - ·The current situation is "as seri"If the Yugoslav leadership
He described ·the massacre as
group offaculty, studeri~s and staff ous;·perhaps'more~erfous, as it was ·thinks this.a bluff they sh~uld just . "obvio~sly. a. c;rim~ very much -to study the event ove.r the next ;ey- . in October,'' when. NATO forces· try us;" he said. '.'This is not a smart .• agi,tinst humanityY.NATO Supreme.
· era! weeks and come .up with "op- weteless tha~ 96 h~~rs away from. . moye ori theif pah." .
. .. . .· .· Commander W~sley Claik said he
tions f~r-pr~venting thiS fragecty b~- · hombing· i~rgets :_ih Yug~~lavia tp · . · ·· ;'There h~ve 'be~n violaHo~s on · would take "a very clear message"
,. fore)f happeris'.'; Shapiro :s'aid he' ~' .e11<:1 an ofiensive a.gainsl:Albanians . the Alb~ni~n ~ide .:. but the c"risis '. to Milosevic .when he met with him
wants 'i9 !efolve the issu~' ~ith uni~ . in Kosovo provin~¢.
told C:.NN tonight ·~ )V~th the' Yu"g'oslav le~d- , Tuesday in' Belgrade.
.
versity frustees earl,Y' in ttie'spring televisfon..
. . ' . ..
.
ership,''. he sa!i{. . . ·. . . .
· "He made commitments. to.
semestet: .
., ·'
" :~~We have had clear cut viola. William Walker, iri charge the NATO,'' Clark said in an interview

dr.

f:NN

he:

;\....

"··

.. ~.

~-·~

. i•

-

of

·:.'.' -~··· ~ ··.-~....~·.'.'.·.· · •. •· ·'

i, ..

with CNN. '.'He's violating most of
those commitments now;"
"We're going to go down and
insist ... that he. follow through on
the obligations that he's made,"
Clark said,··
"He knows how close he came
in October when he played a game
of brinkmanship and almost lost it
totally,'' he said:. He ~dded_that if a
d~cision to strike· is made it would
be' a matter of "days and hours" for
the attack order.to be fulfilled. ·. ·
.."Most of the (~trike) c~pabilities
are rightthere'(and) the other capabilities are a"few·hours flight
away,'' said Clark.
.
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·Impersona_l e~inail
is personal. Theirs is readily
·Xavier prid~s itself on .its ·
. cozy environment, npe
remeinberect Ours is starklYimpersonal ~~d ri'diculously ·
. . . with possibility for
communal development and
difficult to keep straight.
This does not have to'b~.
meaningful, personal relationships. The phrase, "You won't
.Xaviei: can redeem itself and
become just a number here,"
remedy this gross violation of its
leaps from the lips of our
ideals. Professors, administraadmissions
- - - - - - - - - - · tors·, clubs and
. counselors and
student governfrom the glossy ·
ment officers
Ou~ friend~
pages of our
ali:eady h~ve
personalized
brochures.- •
accounts. They ·
The implicacan Ilse theidast
tion, of course, is.
names_.:.., some.
that atall those
·
·
·
·
even
their first
other p_laces names
- to .
monolithie,
anonymous state
· ,,,..t:.~/
signify themselves while
institutions and
less amiable
others are
private schools·
condemned to
-you are
gobbledygook.
We need not
known simply as
•
•
a statistic or by a .· .
make this an : ·
· eHtist practice
jumble of
numbers. Xavier, .
just for those
·who qualify for
it seems, is just
the vanity plates.
the opposite .. .
,/'
V
;
·
or so we would.
OJ . f.
Our_usemame
'should. not be a
a111ike to believe.
· . Strangely, ·
status symbol
. differentiating .
though, our
fo~me.
the 111overs and
friends who .
· chose .to attena
shakers from the
those other anonymous universi- ~uition-paying riffraff. _
"tles have meaningful e~mail .· ..
Rather, we sh9uld grant the
t.isernames while·we are given a
privilege to the masses of
·six digit jumble belched from
anonymous. students, so that
the depths otihe Xavier
tt)eir anonymity might give .way
University main frame.:
to -semblance of personal
JSmith@indiana.edu.has
identity.
·-c.A.E.
personality; 239624@xavier.
xu;edu is bland and cold. Theirs
for The Newswire staff

who chose to·

anonymous
.
un.iversities have .
meaninOI""'
·...
e-mail usernames
while we are·
d. . .
given ·a· six igit
1'urnble· belched.
from the- depths
h·
eAaVter
Un.·_ _ iversi_ty main
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SPEC TI VE

Contraceptill~<ll(Jt a cure-all

.
.
. . -·' .·
.
.
... .,
'
One critiCal isslle iri the popula- . available, the divorce rate doubled.
Guest Columnist·
tion. equation is the demand (or large ·Demographer Michael Roberts disTim Horan painted some grim families i.ndeveioping countries'. For covered that the graph of the a~ail
realities· about .the "status of. our ·.many women,' d~e only.way to 11ttain ability-of the contraceptive p\ffand
·. home plahet in }1is lett~r to the edb any status or. economic security in the graph Of the divorce increase
tor in theJan~ 13 Newswire. While their. ~ocietie~. is by having- many were parallel for the 10 year period.
Artificial contraception is damI agree we are destroying the envi~ childf~n. · Due to.pervasive gender· ·
ronment at alarming· rates; th_e strain . :bias, tinde.rscore" by .custom and aging to marriage for' several reathat" is placed. on our environment government policy,· woi:nen remain saris;·· The first is ttiat contraceptirig
parents. have fewer kids and. have
cannot be attributed primarily to the ... dependent on children.
"populatioq explosion_;" as Horan
. _Strict population policies, which thern}ater in marriage. Data has
indicated.
rely heavily on artificial contracep~ shown 'that couples who hav~ their
Most damage to the global en~ ti on, have failed to address .the first child early in marriage arid who
vironment so far.has originated nc:it . needs. of women in developing have more ctiildren terid to have
. iri .devefoping countrie~- whei:e . countries~ The overemphasis on loriger~Iastirtg marriages." : ..
: population gr<;>wtliis still rapid, but . contrl!.c¢ptton ''ignores. the larger
Secoiidly; artificial cO"ntracepin nigh-income industdal c;ountries questign of development goals, like ti on rria~es choosing adultery
such as 04r,; own;; whe~e populatfrm . improyirig health care and educa- .. easier, as affairs outside ofmarriage
has showri'relativeI:(little growth tiori arid e_riding social inequalities," are less likely t6 pro.duce children.
in· recent decades.
argues Jodi Jacobson, director of · Finally, premarital sex~ with its
. ·Many scholars note that popu~ · · · the Health and Development Policy .legacy of broken promises,, leaves
lati"on behavior is inore importa~t Project in Washingt~n·,-n.c:
'people entering marriage:nohf'u'stthan its numbers.· Human action
I_ agree with H@ran that erilp6w- ing others o~ even themselves·. The
determines whether the population .- ering women is an ii:riportant step· passions of premarital sex can ob~
wjllhave a positive or negativeim- in slowiqg population gfowth. · l3ut soure rather th~ri clarify the choice
pact ori the environment. The mo- women's status is not improved by of a lifetime partner in marriage.
,bility of markets, distribution of simply providing access to a_fford- · Mor<:< and better contraception
wealth, institutions and go.vernment able, effective birth control because ·has not made for fewer unplanned
policies all have great impact on the . this approach fails to remedy per- . pregnancies. This.is dem_cinstrated
environment:
.. .
.
'vasive gender bias in·. social and in the rapid increase in the number .·
· It seems :developed countries political structures. We'can't lump ·of babies born out of wedlock in
would rather blame the '.'population all of OQr probl~ms into-the context recent decades. Contraception is
problem" for damage done to the of the population paradigm..
highly available and yet this factor
. Earth thai1 locate blame ~hj!re, it
More and better contraception has failed to curtail this increase.
mo~fbelongs~athom.e. The'ma- has no.t.-improved our health.
Theotherhalfofthestoryistold
jor causes of envirpnmental degra- Highly lauded oral. contraceptives by the millfon and a half abortions
· datiori are industrial· and milit.ary have _been known to cause bfood that' take 'place each. year in the ·
·pollutan~s- and exploitatiye :eco- clots, heart disea~e. hig~ blood United -States. Fifty percent of
nomic systems~ not fertility. . ' pressure, infertility, and predisposes women·in abortion clinics Cite that
In 1973, Americans consumed · a' small percentage of users to•cer~ the reason they nee_d an abortion.is
one thirc! of the world's resources tain types of cancer. With 16 mil-_ becau_se -of contraceptive failure.
when they only constitute six per- lion women in the United· States. Eighty percent of women in abor:
.cent of t~e population. Twenty-six using the contraceptive pill, even a ti on clinics considered the.mseives
;,co·ntraceptively experienced.".
years later, the numbers are slightly small percentage is too 111any.
· different.
Gender bias also pervaded the
. The Supreme Court agree~ with
· . Population is a factor in the pres- development of the pill. Initially, . these women on at least one aspect.
er.vation of our enyironmerit, but Dr. Ellen Grant-writes in her book In Pl~1med'Pare11thoodv. Casey, the
.there is evidence that artificial con- .The Bitter_Pill, theiewas an attempt Court ruled thatthe legality of_abortraception;. espoused by Horan as to formulate a male and fe~ale con- ti on· stems. from the use -of contra. the. '.'only hope we. have ofsol~ing tracepti~e pifl. The s6arch for a. ceptfon. Fortwo d~cades~ couples
·the major moraiproblem ofour mafocoritraceptivepill wasdlscon- haveibased decisions,in'thefr intiage," is nc:it fol filling its promises.
tinuedwhen orie of t~e m;en ~hp. mate relatio'rlships oh the availabil- .
the 1960s, it was widely be~ participated in the firsftestfog pf ity ()f abortion should contracep- lieved that use of ~rtificial contra- . this pill was fourid to have slightly tives 'fail. Without addressing, or
.ception would resolve ciuf ~opulii- shrunken testicles; ' .·...
.
eyenraisingthe question ofthe huWh~n three women died in· the manity. of the uoborn child, the
tion issues, protect our health, make
for- better .marrfages .and' decrease testirtg of the firs( feinale tont~acep- .Cburt r~led t~at we must.hav~ ab6rthe number of unplanned pregnan- ·tive pill, the endea'voi w~s riotaban- tions because we _have. contracepCies. ' Thirty years'ofhistory has doned. Exp~rime~ters mereiyad- tiOn.
shown that more and better contra- just~d- the dosag~ oi the pill' and-. ; we sho~l<l ~ot contiritie to. put
Ceptici'n dO~S not'i:eSOlVe OUr pOpU~ td~d ag~in;', I' • . · ."-•~;, .
OUr tJ"U~t in a method thath~s failed
latic:in !Ssues, l'.'larrowly fod.ising a'n · . , Meire a~rB.~tter contracepiitin -.. -~~in as many \\'.ays)s_art\ficial ~()n. artificial contraception aS-a sofution has nc:it made for" better marriages~ . tracepfion.}n~tea~. yve iihould.pick
. insults the complexity of issues'in Between 1965 ind 1975~ \Vhert the up the pieces of those broken promClevel~-pfrlg'coun~~i~s: . .'. . . contraceptive piifbecame\'.vioely . ises, and learn from them.
' .,.
.
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··.rwo.·. perspectives·on abortion
:Women have. inauellable.
:'right
·
.
- to personhood'
.
.
.

.

All- hum.ans ar~. peopl~, ·equal under the law
'
.

-

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

.·.gradual.·· Because .of this; there ex"i~ts no• .
·BY MARK MCDONALD
'ks;· ·Fortunately, today most of us see the
. single point to mark the beginning of con"·,
Opinions &Editorials Editor
logic of the abolitionists .. It seems so clear
The ·.~right to ,persorihood'' is an inalien- sciousness. Therefore; when attempts are
There's a. public s~rvice advertisement now; we wonder what the holdup was.
·able right of any human persmi; : This right made to'.protect fetuses, protection should · .. on television sponsored by· the U.S. DepartAbortion is anotherissue where logical
ensures tliat any person has the freedom to be broad enough to ensure that all fetuses.'
ment of Transportation showing the'' conclus,ions run· afoul of vested intereStl'J.
make decisions involving his.
her own• ~ith a.reasonable potential for co.nscious· sonogram of an unborn child; moving in Some people wantto argue that while a hu·
.
the womb. Next, the child's name is dis~ mari life begins at fertilization,the tiny mass
. health and well-being, and no person can·pe·: ness are protected.
forced.fo act against his or her own will,
...... This does not 01eanfetuses will be pro. played and we learn she. was "killed on her·· of cells isn't··a human person .because it
There are some. things-that a gbvernment ~~cted as.conscious persons, but as ·bei_ngs.
\Yay to be~ng born" ,by a drunk driver. .
doesn't demonstrate .awareness:.
cannot ~nd should not. do to. any human be• · w.ith pofontial to develop into conscious
· This adveitisement •highlights a fondaThere is no clear point at whic;h we can
ing~ Forcing a woman tci be.ar a child is one· . persons. Thus, the presence of consciousmental contradiction in our attitudes toward . say consciousness begins. But there's no need
of them. ·
•
ness In the'fetus (orlack thereof) rpust be
·the unborn; We're. horrified if a woman. to prove consciousness to secure legal pro-·
... ,.Policies supporting ·a· woman's right to consi,derecl. ·. Two prominent viewpoints
. drinks or u~es drugs while pregnant because· tection .. Some severely retarded p~ople and
choose abortion affirm a woman's human . exist on this position.
of the damage done to the unborn. But free catatonics seem utterly unresponsive to the
· rights. Such a freedom is rooted in the right · · . One position, offered by pain researcher . · access to.abortion - to terminate the un~ outside world. Maybethey aren't aware, but
to personhood of a woman and should never Stuart Derbyshire, states that conscious ex- .
. born·- is an encouraging sign of progress. · they still merit their rights.
.
be compromised by the governimmt. · ·. · , .· ..•.. ·perience depends on social interaction ·and•
How can we reconcile these very different .·
Some. people have what .appears to be a
When the government reguiates abortion '· self"awareness. He argues ther~ is no evireaction_s? ·The fact is; the unborn are a · richer, fuller human experience. For example,
procedures; it should do so only to ensure·· dence of consdousn~_ss until one year after
marginalized_ group. Sometimes we dote the rich enjoy more luxuries thari the poor, and
.. . . .
.
. .. ,
.
~onthem;and sometimes ft is all too easy to thesightedexperienceinorethan the blind. But
S!lfety of procedures and to protect only sig- birth. .
nificantly developed fetuses.
.
Maria Fitzgerald, a developmental. neuinfringe on t!leir rights:
·
the sighted. ancl the ·wealthy are not.more huIf a woinari 's rights conflict. with any rights · ·robiologist, argues that some basic element .·
No orie denies that a: fetus is human life. man.
giYen to a well~develope.d fetus, a womari'i; . of consciousness is present in a feti.is bee
. It's not mongoose tissue in there. And orie
Infact, no characteristic can be used to rank
fights.always come first.
,
fore birth. She argues that essential neural · cannot deny the growing, dividing fetus is. - human life. In a way, it's arrogant to make
. Human fetuses are: not entitled to complete connections for· conseiousness are not es.alive.. So we all agree that'tt1e fetus is alive, presumptions about a form of human life dif·,legal ·protection becaµse they are not human·.'• tilblished until· 23. weeks -of, development
·human, and distinc;t frorri the mother: ·
Jerent from oµr ,ow~; to 'say, for example, that·
persons.
,
. These connections only become ~lectrically
The question is wheth_er the fetus is a · a deaf person's experience is less than that ofa
As it.applies _to abortion, the right to . activeseveralweekslater.:B.e~
·•· · formoflifethatdeservespro- hearfogperson,. ...
pers~nhood guarantees a woman the unJimc fore this point.itrde· tection; Is this small · More impor.tantly, -it's dangerous to re- .
ye!opment," :·; >
; tissue. mass. ·quire that person exhibit any quality' to be
ited freedom to end her pregnancy.
Consider the dangerous potential for a so- · a·wareequal to . considered a 'person. You're not person
ciety that does. not:recognize th ts freedom. · ·
because you exhibit 'certain neura!Chemi~al
Denying a woman the freedom. to end her
reactions. You're not !l person because you
pregnancy won't just cause the_·woman unha.ve certair1 characteristics. On.e-is a person
due physical and emotional suffering; it will
by default, by virtue of'their existence as a
give the gov~rt1ment the power to ft>rce 01\ ·•· ·
.distinct human being,
.. 'deny.medfoal care .. ·This js a serious~prob". .
. But
the right5 of the unborn person outlem: just ask anyone who sued
HMO: · ,
weigh the legal rlghtsth~ inother ha~ oyer her
A woinan should have the unlimited right
· body?· Certainly. no_ one can legally force. a
to end.her pregnancy, but.that does necessa(: woman to become pregnant. The consiste.nt
ily mean the fetus should al.ways be destroyed .. '
•· .· and correct use or' contraceptives provides an
·The f~tus can be remov~d from the womb
·.•. extremely. effc;ctive means to prevent pregintact. It makes sense to offer.the fetus some
nancy. ~-For those opposed to artificial contraprotection if it is significantly de~el6p~d. The
ception, abstinence and natural family plan"
' ning are, also effective methods when rigorbig question is,' when do you protect it? ' . ., '
' To justify any form oflegal protection for
ously followed._
.
a fetus, you must first define personhood and
. .The fad is, sex is a behavior that has consehuman Iife:' Many believ.e human life begins riess is. iin~
large .. quences, and when our behavior leads to a new
. . . . . possible.
tissue mass that life, we ca~not ignore that life. Is a pregnant
at conception. This is true.
woman obliged to complete her pregnancy?
A fertilized egg is hum~n life, but so is. a ' < Considering these .. ·..
human sperm; a human cheek cel(and a hu- ..'two viewpoints; it appears that
.
.
Most of us never see ~he Yes.
.
.
man pancreas; The real clqim being made by consciousness· is absent in .a human fetus.
fetus and never hear from it: ·Unlike its · . When we begin some actions; we are ob. tllis posit.ion i.s that a human embryo and a Ho~ever, some rudimentary consciousness
mother, the fetus does not contribute to the · ligated to complete them. For example, if.a
. . appears late in fetal development ·
. GNP. The fetus doesn't hold do\:Vn a re~ br.ain surgeon has a patient under anesthesia,
human fetusa:fe both human persons~ ·
This viewpdfrtt essentially defines the hu.On these grounds, llmlted legal protecspectable job and doesn't have any charge
cracked open and.· ready to. go, and sudmari person as 'anything with huinan genetic ti on shoul~ be afforded to the fetus as a po'cards..
.
' , . ''
.denly decides she doesn't want to finish the
So how can one possibly say the fetus is ... _operation, can she walk away from the table,
code, for mostpebple, however, there is more · teriti'al person. Only two restricti<;ms should
toHfe:than having a genetic code. The:"hu~ exist. .. :
. .
. . . . . .
equal to a "real;, human.? Be.cause our leaving the patient to die? The patient cer.·man experience" is arguably the most defin~ ., . .First, if the fetus has rui::fimentary confounding documents boldly proclaim equal-· . 'tainly isn't c:onscious at this point. Obviously
ing element of being a human· persm;i. .
sciousness; but not the. physical viability to
ity .under the law for all. We lose ground · this isn't a perfect analogy because pregnancy
: C~ns~.~.¢~t~e:,tragi!dy o~brain'deatµ>Brain ·:complete its development outside thewomb;
when justice favors one group over others,. is a completely unique experience.
' . Without' constant reforms, the law tends to
But just as the doctor is obliged to either
dead indiyiduals are human beings with a then legal protection should, .not be afforded.
beating h~arrbut no brain activity. While This· ls justified because rudimentary confavor the rich, young, whites, men, hetero- .finish the operation or stabilize the patient
sexuals' and other traditionally privileged so he can wake up safely,.a pregnant woman .
. these individuals are genetically humar1·per- ' sciousness is compromised by lack ofviabil-.'
sons, they.lack any capability.for personal . ity. · , .
·. ... . .. •.
, :. > •. . . • .
groups'. . . ..·.·
.. .
.
mustei_ther deliver the baby Pf wait until it
awareness .Of feeling, sensation and. thought'
' Only aftedhe 28th week of development
Fertilization.. is the obvious beginning of can be safely delivered pn~maiurely.
.... ·
anew,. human life. It's· a significant mo- .. .People aren't going.to wake.up tomorrow
. That is, these individuals have Jost the ca~ .. does the fetus bear a'relatively..fow risk of
pacity fi:ir c~nscioµsness. Because that ca-· mortality and neurofogical disease: .·
· rpen(in part_ because a new and unique ge~ : and stop havingc ~rid performing abortions.
pacity for conseiousness is~ lost~ thes,e indi- . Having< established that a fetus s,hould
·netic. combination comes into existence. In fact, we can'tlegislilte a successful en~ to
· . y_idu~ls c~n b'e de~lared legally d~ad:':
.
protected afte~ the 28th week,: abortions
Frorh this very moinentthe mother and so- abortion.
.
.
cietymust deal with a new human !if~ and
. Only if we secure a better environment
· While the medical definition ofb,rain dt:ath' that de~troy a fetus after this point should
has its limits because not all brain"activity is· be bann_ed. The only permissible pregnancy·
guarantee it's, equal.protection under the ~ by. fostering respect for human life, by
attributable to consciousness, the underlying termination after this point wcmld deliver a
law, even _when it's i~convenier1t . .· . . . . providing adequate social services to single
principle is clear. :Without a capacity for con:~ fetus intact, so it can complete its develop- .
And protection for the unborn is.often in- . mothers and impoverished women and chil.
.
.
' converiienUn contem'pofary society; .Many dren: by guaranteeing women equal pay for
sciousness or human,.~xpedence, there is no ment outside the womb:
''human person. . . .· .•. .
.'
; 'Second, because the mother-.is ·a human. .
people acknowledge the same starting point ' equal \:VO_rk and by improving.sexual educaDefining tile hu~an. person as. !!J)ything .person while the. fetus is only a. potential
buta~terripfto reach different'.con.eius!ons. .· tion and responsible behavior-:-.can we hope
with. a capacity for co,nsciousness ·may seem •persc>n, he~ _hum1m rights o~tweigh any in~: .• > . ··Not so long ago; people acknowledged .·.· . to reduce the demand for abortions ..
reasonable, but fden~ifyirig the biological a'c-. · terest in the fetus.
·. . . ·. · . ·
.
. that black people were human, and Certainly
. _Most W()men' today don't have ibortioris
alive, but' refused to acknovvl~dge their 0 Wit~ the intentto kill their unborn. {tis postiviiy r~sp6ns'ible for con.sciousness pqses .a -. While the developed f~tus is eh titled to
' uniqu~ ·challenge~ This' difficu'lty' i~ largely . ~ som~'protection, the woman has.the uncon- .
equality, claiming th~y weren ;fas. devel- si)Jle to have a, world sufficiently just; taler. : the resuit ofthe g~adual nature of human de~ .ditional right to end her pregnancy; Indeed,
oped a's ''real" humans, that they had none ' '• ant and compassionate where people will no
velopment. '
'
·. '
'
·~· the right to personhood affords no COrnpro' of the characteristics ofwhite~. On the bthet longer rationalize thattheir self-interest warThe dev~lopment ·of consciou~ness is ..mi&e.
'
. · h_aricl, abolitfr>nists' were c:o~sidered fanat-:° · . rants th((death of u·nborri child. ··

.• ·.· •. &v JUSTIN KLEKOTA .·
. , , Guest Columnist
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P E -R S.P E CT I VE

'CQnd()m:·proIDotiori..·is.~:-Sltll,Jll(e),'says·_~u~111strµ~tor
sexual behavior, but~e cannot na- in-~erthe mgans ofincreas~.'' -· _
tfon!' Judge for yourselves the ively bury our.heads in the sand ... ''.
Thi~y years ago, P()pe Paul VI
•
Why? The material that makes up many ·statistics and studi~s avail.Collegistudentsare not rutting_ predicted thatif a contraceptive
What is. the solutiOn tc:i the in-. latex has tiny occurring' voids or cap- .able; bu't pl~ase check those num- - - ani_mals unable to -contro·l. their. mentality• ever took hold of a culiquities ofabortion, the maltreat- Hlaries ·one to five microns ·wide; a hers provided by places not in the sexual drives. fo. no other area ()f · ture,' conjug~linfidelity and 1dbwment _of women, environmental micron is one thousandth ~of a inilli- business of selling· condoms . .:___ ·• life do we say th_at this is th~ rlght - eringofrnmaiity:wc\uld follow: ~e
destruction and majorJife~threat- meter. Now, the HIV virus is only thos~-·places not thriving off the thing, but ifyou'.ch6ose 'to act oth-_ - surmised that if contraception beening diseases? These crises face one-tenth of a micron wide. This annual billion doflar industry of the erwise, be safe;- came socially accepta,ble; young
today's college-aged generation in means that a deadly virus is ten to -_"safe sex" lie.
Xavier willnevedeach yoiihow · people would IOse· their way with
a very real an,d no doubt exacting -fifty times smaller than· the barrier
Last week's piece also stated that _to drive drunk nor would we ever regard·t~- sex and virtue and· that
. way.
employed to sfop it.
-if contraception were more widely. 'teach you how to.cheat and so as men would ,;further. objectify
So, what.if you were told that
In a rec_erit letter to The Washing- availabl~. aboi-tio_ns would de: not to get caught ---' even. if you. worrien; reducing her to -a ''mere
the answer to these problems not ton Times, a spokesman for a group crease: This faulty logic may have · were ''going to do it anyway.'' A true instniinent of selfish ·enjoyment,
only cost under a dollar but coul~ dealing with rubber chemistry and deserved a hearing a generation ago ed~cator expects vif~ue from his or and no longer as his -respected and ·
technolcigy, wrote:. "My only com~ ·but we can no ionger overlook the h_er students and if give~ the rea- - beloved companion.'' fit eaJiilY into your pocket?
What if you.could hold the an- ment is .to point out that the rubber _ inherent relationship between con- sons why and the example how; stu~ .
Paut'VI -argued that sex has a·
swer to the "only hope we have comprising latex condoms has intrin- ·-_ traception and abortion: Eve_n our dents respond accordi~gly. dual~design which we ·disregard ~t ' of solving major moral problem -sic voids abciut five microns (0:0002 owri Supreme Court recognizes this
Yours is a generationseeking for our own peril: sex must simtilta- -of our age --:- the destruction of inches) in' size. Since this Is roughly_ connection: in flannedParenthood truth qut finding excuses and com- neously be an, act' of free love as '
-, our planet, Earth" as well as "an· 10 times smaller than sperm, the lat- --- v. Casey, .the case confirming Roe -_ promise iristead.;The safe sex mes- _well as an act open to the possibil- effective barrier" against a major. ter we-~ffectively blocked in ideal cir- · v. Wade, we read_ that America must sage refuses to elevate sexual ac- · . ity of new lif~:
world-killer, in your hand? This · cumstances. The 12 percent fatlure ,mitintain "the availability of.abor- tivity from the-merely brutal and
Perhaps.just perhaps~ today's
. magic mechanism, you were also - rate of condoms in preventing preg- tiqn in the event that contraception -uncontrollable to the holy and beau- . loss (>·f respect for -human. Ii fe,
told, was the key to '.'ending the nancy is_attributable to cracking, re- should fail."
,: '
'tiful; your ''.lover" is treated asa . sexual exploitation and manipulasubjugation of women" and mova:l; ozorie deterioration from im~
Abortion·is the backup to failed disease from which to be prot~ted. - tion, the J:>reakdown of the family,
would in.dubitably end abortion proper sealing, ,manufactured de- contraception, for ccintniception - Whatciricewas.thoughtofasater- the rise in teem~ge arid single~
around the world.
fects, etc .. Contrarily, the AIDS vi- allows us to' think of this newly- · . _rip le curse and foss,infertility --:- mother pregnancies, the· sorrowsurIn a Newswire opinion piece rus is only 0.1 micron (four mil- -formed life as an Un.wanted aggres- ' however temporary :--'is now held rounding abortion, the threat 'of '
last week, the proposed answer for - lionths of an inch) in size. Since this sor; an uninvited intruder into an aCt -up as• a right and.a means of social deadly sexual diseases, as well ·as
·ending these human tragedies was is a factor of 50 smaller than the voids - in which everything pos~ible was · advancement.
·
_-the majodndustries thal thrive oi:i
the proper use of the latex con- inherent_ in rubber, the_ virus can done to k~ep her away. Whatdo
King Lear's curse upon. his - the obj'eetification ofwomen, pro-ve
dorri-.: But- if the condom· is ttie 'readily pass 'through the condom we do with herf!OW? Surveys show •daughter Gonerill for her:lack of him prophetic.
-.
salvation it ill purported io be, why' should it find a passage. Areluctance - that four out of five teenage girls - filial devotion; today sounds eerily.
The answer to humanity\probhas its increasecfose accompanied. to st~ke one's life on.the ability of a now aborting their babies were us- akin to an ad fo{Planned Parent- !ems does not fitinto your pocket
hood_ cir t~e motto for some secular burinto yo·ur sou!;'it lies not in selfuniform- increases in the number condom to prevent I-UV infection·· ing artificial contraception.
of abortions performed as well as bespeaks wisdom." ·
--- Safe sex is degrading to.the hu- - sex-~d currfoulum: "Hear, Nature, protection but self-mastery and self"
in know_n .sexually-transmitted __ . The Joumalof Obstetric (]jmeco- man person. How offensive to think hear! Dear goddess, hear/Suspend giving. Fall for neither Lear's curse
logic and Neonatal Nursing main- · that Xavier students· cannot control thy purpose if thou didst intend I nor the quixotic advice of some, all
diseases?
According to The .New En- tains that,_ "No highly effective. their sexual-impulses: ''obviqusly ·T.o make.thiscre1iturefruitful. Into of you are-worth more than that.
Rl~nd Journal of· Medicine, - _method exists to J?~Otect a wcmian . absiir1eri·c~is'_the.·onlv·truly saf~ _ her wonihcorivey sterility/Dry up - You are worth infinitely more. MR. DAVID MECONI, SJ. .
Visiting Instructot;_
Philosophy and Classics

-~ondol1ls fail

~a· pr~vent the spread a~ainstpregnancy andisTD] itlfec-

· of STDs one out of three· times.
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. SPRING BREAK '99 • PANAMA CiTY B.EACH, FLORIDA
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good!
.YOU.ft BUSINESS... . ·.
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and .meet the Dean.

-

ATIENTION.BUSIN.ESS STUDENTS:-_

Yoti ·are invited to join Dean Mike Webb Jot donuts,·bagels, muffins andjuic:_e Thursday, January 21
arid
Tuesday, February 2
9:30 ... 10:00 a~m.
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And . thlS Spriiij Break.

-_ - -_· Jt's all. here.... - · _-~he

Located next door to Spinnaker &LaVda,
BoardWalk
Beach Rcso_rt·is Spring Break Hcadquam:rs for Panama City
-- Beach, Florida. And as hoot to srs Beach Club '99, you'll be
immersed in the cente~ of all the non, stop party action! .
So partywida thouSands, but sleep "".ida the~

·

lJj .
-

.

e

-

,- .

ThBOOrdwalk-.

hP.1rh

1esort

'99 SPRING·BREAK
-PACKAGE:

s39·

Nieporte Lounge- in.· the' CBA Building (ground -level) _

INCLUDES: . - -

Sponsored by_ the- Williams_ College of Business

'·

GUif fi'Ont

accommodations

· • Free passes to
& LaVela
Ho~t to Seorts Illustrated
Beach •Club '99
Spinna~er

.Free pregnanc~ tests - .,.24 hour. helpline
',

'

321•3100
Preg-riancy ~roblem Cent~r, :East, Inc. -
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JJ Ill·.'

>Sports Des~: 14s-281a ·
>SPORTS@xavier.xiJ.edu
.

.

The Xaviedntramural Sports. ·
Department -has -released the ·
. sports and'schedul~s itwilloffer
during the spring semester.
Four-on-four basketball will
·,
be ciffered·for men, women and
co~rec. Open sign~ups ~ill. go
through .Jan .• 27. The captains
meeting will be held Jan: 28 and
. play begins Feb. ·1.
. .
. : Floor hockey .\Yill be offered
for men and women ..'_ Open sign- ·. ·
··ups will go thr~ughJari; 27._The
captains meetingwillbeheld Jan ....
28 arid play begins· on ;Feb: 7.
; Volleyballwill also.be offered
this semester in triples and s.ix- ·
·person leagues: 'Open sign-ups ··
.go through Jan: 27~ The captains
meeting will be heldJ.ari. 28 with
play starting cm Feb. i.
· Due to "the success'of bowl•
ing last semester if
once
again be offered. Open sign-ups
will
held frorri- Feb.
"" be
._ .
. 1~17 with
tQe captains meeting taking place '
· · on Feb.18.' The bowling season.
will begirwn Feb. 24 ...
A softball tournament'will
also be offered by the Intramural
Sports Department this semester.
Open sign-ups will .take place
from Feb. 24 through March 10...
The captains meeting will be. held
· .on March 1 land play will begin .
on March 15~
Open .sign-ups for Spring
Breakaway XIV will be held
from March 14 through April i 4.
' The captains meeting will be held
on April 15 with the fun beginning on April19. · ·. · ·
All c:if the- sports; _dates and
times are subject to change ..
Entry forms can be picked up
atthe O'Connor Sports Center.
Entry forms must be retlirned·to
the intramural office by the cl~s~
ing date with a $20 cash forfeit
fee (except for bowling).
A team representative must be
present at the captains meeting or
the team will forfeit $20.
For more information; contact
the Intramual Office in the Sports··
. Center at 745-2856. ·

will

Mother
N,atu.re
beats.
women
:·L{J,dy i~I,usketeeJ:stiedfot ~eco/id after.splitting long road weekend
BYMATTMADGES

Intramurals
·to do .
.
.

9

· , ·.

~ssistant

· performance also marked the seventh straight time that Kremer re.corded a double-digit number of as·sists .. ·· ··
·'

Sports_ Editor ,.

fasr

· · Heading· into
weeke'nd's . ·
.road tJ:ip; ,the. women!s ·basketban ·•
-teani was 6fffo'its·best~ever start at
·12-2 anclhad be~h clos~ to unbeat_able s~: far' tin the seaso~: The
women fauna th~t even .with their . .
:successes, how'6vet, .they we;e ..
'niatch for the ~ppbnent they fac~d ·
last weekend- in the indomitable
!'1other Natu~e. · - ._ • ._ . .
< ~as.t Thursday, the women .
· boarded. a plane headed ~b Philadel:
· phiafora Friday nightgame agai_nst
:La Salle. Due to the ice storm that
··passed.through the region; however; ·
ia Salle led -for much of. the
·th~ir plaile was .d~verted and the ganieuntila three~poiIJt!!r by freshMusketeers ended up in Atlanta.
man IJ:ilary Kulik gave Xavier a 53. · The team spent. all of Thursday · .52 lead with 4:29 ·remaihfrig in the
night and n;uch of Friday morning game. Fromthatp~int Ori, the game
trying to get to Philadelphia.· They went back.arid forth until the Exfinally arrived in ttie City of broth~ plorers took the lead. for gogd at 63erly love .at 6:30 p.m. Friday, but. 59. · .
. _-. . ··
·. · .''tliegai:ne,·against theExpiorers had
A layup by :sophomore· Jen
·. been postponed until the next day. Philips and two missed Ca Salle free
.. OqceSaturday_camearoundand throws gave the ¥usketeers. a
. the,LadyMusketeers were finally. chance to. W'in;.~ut. sOphohiore
··able to take the court; the effects of ·. Nic()le Levaridus~y'f desp~ration
the lerigthy_iravel beca~e apparent. three-pointer fell shorfas-.time ex-

no' .

.· ....:....

:Pilmp~ added 16 points and continues to be Xavier's leading s.c9rer ·.
·.with an average of 16.1 points.per
game. She also leads _the team with
. an average of 7 ..5 rebounds per cont«i;:st. Levandusky is second on the
team with 16 points per game.
The next few games for X~vier
will be tough, but at. least they will
be at home; XU welcomes Rhode
Island and Massachusetts for games
on Jan. 22 and 24.
pfred. ·
Things will get very interesting
- }>hilips led the way for XU with . a week later as the Musketeers host
16points. SeniorNikkiKremerhad Virginia Tech on· Jan: 29. The
a double~doublewith IO points and Hokfos are a Top 15 team; and are
·.
still undefeated this deep'into the
a game-high 11 assists. .
Xavier rebotmded ·well from its season.
A key game against West divithird loss of the season with. a '83- ·
75 victory against.Fordham on Sun- ·sionaJ foe Duquesne on Jan. 31 ·
day: Kremer and Levanduskyied ends the homestand, and then the
the way in the victory with 22 and Laay Muskies will headto Virginia
20 points respectively. · .
. Tech for a Feb. 5 game.
Kremer also dished out .11 as~Pete Holtermann contributed
sists iri the win and recorded h~r ·
third straight d~uble-double:. The. · to this story. -

-wollle·n~'s ·basketball:
·.around. the :A-10..
..

-

\
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_.·. BY JOE ANGOLIA •
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· span, ineluding her third doubledoubie of th~ season against the
·EAST·-·.
· A~1o
Rhode Island Rams (23 points and
Thou~h there remain two ~nde.:
A~i o Overall
WEST
. 10 rebounds).
.
1. st. Jo~eph's ·
6-o l'l-5
1: Virginia Tech
6-0 16-0
feated teams in the Atlantic 10, Vir~
1.· Xavier
4.;2• 13·3
2. UM ass · -~
3~2
8-1 O
. Xavier ·point· guard Nikki
; ginia Tech is clearly the favorite fm
2~3 ·... 6-9(j; Vlfashingfon 4:2 10-5
the'~onferencechariipionship.' - · ·3;. Tempi~· .
Kremer dished out 11 assists in the
4.
Fordhciryi
_._,
2.::4
6-10 . . 4. IJ.ayfob ,:,: · · 372
7-7
-· XUfoss tol.:a Salle. it was Kremer;s
. . The. Hokies .~ave been excep- .
5; Rhoae lslar1d
0-5:· 4.:~,1-. ~:
5.Duquesne
2-4
9-7
_ ninth gamewith 10 or: more assists .
tional this year, and continued their .
St. Bonaventure o-6 6-10 ·
2-4 . 9::.7
. La Salle
. and 10 or more points.
.
·undefeated season with an .87-64
win over St Bonave~ture on Jan.'
In
the Colonials'
win over . the
.·through Jan. 18 · .
.
.
lS.TheiT 16 straight victories are
Duquesne Dukes, Gomez_ (Co- ..
the longest current win streakiri the career-high eight_ rebounds. _Her .week against Temple, becoming Player ofthe Week) added a career- _
country, The Hokies (ranked No. 2 performance last week earned _her · only the 10th Mim:1tewoman in his- high tying 3_2 p0intsandjunior Elisa
Aguilar finished with 19 points, inin the Jan.13 women's RPI Report) the Rookie of the' Week-award, her tory to do so.
along· w_ith Georgia. make up the · second honor of the year. . '
In the 71-43 . victory over cluding five three-pointers.
.
· George Washington senior Temple, Kraftscored 71 points to · .··St. Bonav.enture.'s_· Hilary
only undefeated .DMsion . I
women's teams in_ ihe country. -. . Noelia .Gomez t~ed her C!lreer high go akmg \Vith eightrebmmds. Kraft Waltman is now just 20 points away
The Hokies have also claimed with 32 points in an 86-65 victory . frnishedthe week with an 18 point from becoming the Boonies allthe best start in _conference history, over Duquesne. Gomez poured in ·performance on 8-of-12 shooting time leading scorer. The .
surpassing the 13-0 mark set by the a game-high ·22 points and added from the field hi a.63-58 loss to St. conference's leading scorer at 21.6
1990-91 Rutger· team.
eight rebounds in .a 74-65 ·loss to Joseph's. This was her first ever · ppg, Waltmari should break the
Pliiyer of theWeek award.
Part of the tremendous success Virginia Tech.
·
.record some time next week:
·
the·Hokies·have-had this year·c;an
In their ·loss to Virginia Tech, the
And finally, Fordham was hit
In her thirteen games this year,
be attributed -to freshman forward Gomez has eight 20-plus point per- Bonnies received an inspired per- with some bad news this week. The
. formances. The award ma.rke.d her formancefromsophomoreMelissa Rams' leading scorer; Chinyere
Nicole Jones.·
!ones _earned her first collegiate fifth_ Player of the Week honor of Fazio who .scoreCI a game-high 27 . Vann, was declared academiCally
The Louisville Cardinals
·start qn ·Jan. 15 against SL her career, including back-to~back po_ints in her second;ga~e back af~ ineligible by the University, .and
doiilinated both the Xavier meri?s
Bonaventufe. ··She. made the most : awards the last two weeks ..
t!!r fracturing her ankle.
will sit out the remainder of the sea. and women's swim teams in a . . of her opportunity,' nailing all four
. IJelping St; Joseph's increase its · son. Vann was averaging 13;5
Sharing the Player of the Week .
dual meetlast Saturday. · .
.
• field goal· attempts an& finished award with Gomez is Massachu-. winning streak five games was, points per game, in'cluding conThe men were.defeated 108S
with 10 points. In hernextgame she .setts seniorTez Kraft. Kraffscored freshman Susan Moore, who-~ ference best 19.3 points agairistA745 while the woiile~ were de·
put up 14 points to go along with a. her: l,OOOth career point this past ·poured iri47 points· over a two game 10 opponerits.
feated 95-66: Sophomore Louis ··
Dissel was· the only. Musketeer
. .
.
wh<? came in first place in the
-~·competitive races. Dissel tied for
first place in the 50 freestyle
(22.48).
WOMEN'S
Both swim teams will be in acW~dne~daY, J~n. 20 ·.
•Swimming vs. Duquesne and
Cleveland
State
in
Cleveland
at
BASKETBALL VS.
tion on Saturday against Cleve1:00 p.m; · ··
·
•Me~'~ ba~ketbait at"·.
land. State and. Duquesne .in
MASSACHUSETTS
Fqrdham at 7 p.m. ·
Cleveland. · · ·
..
· .. ·. _Sunday, Jan. 24
· Frida)', Jan. 22
2 p.m. Sunday.tit
.

. Sports-Writer .

STANDINGS
.
. :

overall

· Swimmers fall

to

··•¥:~

. -.X-men on the tube
The men's basketball team
will lop!( to extend its winning
,streak io. nine games tonight at
-Fordham.
• Tip-off is slated for 7-p.m. and
WCPO Channel- 9 will show all
of the action•·

'-Matt Madges

•Women's basketball vs.
. Rhode. lsJa.nd. at 7. p.m.
.
'
~

:

.· Satur_day, Jan~ 23
· · ·~Merts ba·sketball. vs.
Virginia T~ch at ~ p.m.
· . •Rifle ~s. l(entllcky -~t 1l
. ·p.m~·..

GA:M E. qf. the W'.-E>EK

•Women's basketball vs .
·Massachusetts at 2 p.m; ·

Schmidt Fieldhouse

Home games are_ in ·bold
•Home·mef1 '~·basketball·
· games are held at the ·
Cincinnati Gar.dens: ·.
•Home women's basketball
gaTJJes a~e held atSchmidt.
·
.· .· Fieldhouse.
. ..
· •Home rifle matches are held .
in the dfmory.

a

.. .

...

NEWSW_IRE J>HQTO BY BILL TERRY

'Last year, the UMass
Mimitewomen eliminated XU
in .the A~ 10 Tournament. semi. . finals in :Massachusetts.: This
time, the New-Englanders have
to do the ·traveling to take on a
-vr;ry. good:Musketeer squad.
_This should be·a good game.

s:P'oRTS .

10 week of JANUARY 20, 1999

.·LnlJlpkill Rot . satfsti~d···.·.•. . yet
Musketeers wtn eighth

stra~ght,

·
BY MATT MAQGES

·. · TURNER.GETS
HIS TURN
.
'

Mi_dway through the sec;9nd .
half last Wednesday, freshman
Aaron Tilrner 'made his collegiate debut.. In IOmiI1u'tes of
· pfay, Tutrier scored two points', ·
grabbed four rebo'un<ls and
' blocked a shot .that brought the
crowded arena to its feet "He .
. has a chance to be a good pl ayer
for us,''. said coach Skip Prosser..
"The,kids like him and respect
his work ethic.' They were
pleased that he had some sue- ·
cess." In his' second game on
Sunday,. Turner scored six
p()ints anci grabbed six rebo~nds in 21 minutes of play.

b'¢s:t~ev<:r

off to

·

·

· "·

··

Assistant Sports Editor

·His ~ccomplishment~ ar.e astounding, his determination unpar~ · ·
alleled and his reliability irispiring,
yet senior Gary Lumpkin' still is not
.,· satisfied-with his 'b'asketball c~reer.
· Over. his four. years at Xavier,
Lumpkin has help~ in elevating . the
· prograinto a spofofnationalpronii~
nenc~ and lifted the bar.()f what all
. fans now expect: from Muskete~r
'basketball. ·
To acco~nt for all ofLu~pkin's
achievements would· be laborious, ·
but. thefr significance .and magni~
.tude show that Lumpkin is· a wiiv
·• ne~ -in every seris~ of the word: .· ·

start in Atlantic IO .
··

. good chance that, he will not be sat.. jsfied at ~ny point during th~ sea~
. .. son nq matter what occurs. · ; · . . Some key g;tmes remain, how"
..• ever, \vhich could go a iong' way in . ,,
• ma~ing sure that Lumpkin is.
· satisified when the season is'oyer
, and he walks.away.' .

. ·>THE SWEETENER

·

...

The biggest reglllar s~ason game ·
. in.dete~iningj_,umpkin's and the .
team's satisfactfon ~ill occur one
,·week fromJ'hursday. This· is tb,e
: nightthe Musketeers ~ravel across
:· the_city take on qnciqnati in the
.· annual Crossto\',ln Shootout·
, XU eriters tb,e game having wqn
' ; the previous two meetings, am~ a
win would. ,mean a 3~f recordfor
'.Lumpkin agitins! theBearcats dur. : ing his· career.. Such !l perf~rmance
against the }1ated Bearcats would almost force the. senior. guard into a~
state of satisfaction.
'
'
Although the game is still ·more
· than a. week itway,)ts $igriifica~ce
. and .th.e ·excitement· it· brings is al-·
' : :ready on the Il!iriqs, 9f th~ players
. and the fans of b~th teams. '
· , Aft~r Sundity'.s victo~y ~ver. tli~
: Colonials, Lumpkin was asked
·about the:big gani~. "We can't'talk
• about ,that.. right. now," sai.d
• Lumpkin~· :·coacq would scold us,"
When askedifhe.wanted to talk
about thegame, ho\\'ever, Lumpkin
answered; '.'Yeah~ .l would love to."

to

THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS ·

While at :Xa:v.ier, Lumpkin ·has
accomplished many great things at· '
both the team and individual l~vel. · ·
• He led the Musketeers to their
•first-ever Atlantic 10 Tournament
Championship last season and also
h~s led the tean1 to twoWestDivi~
sfoit reg.ular season 'crowns .. Inaddition, he has been named to the.allconference and all-rookie teams~
Statisticaliy, Lumpkin has led the ·
STR,EAKY DOUBLE TEAM
team in assists and scor<!.<l in double
Seniors 1~mes Posey and
figures
during all three of his years .
Lenny Brown have. been conat Xavier.
sistently productive for XU this
Add to 'this Lumpkin 's :prolific·
season, With his20-point pe~
forinance against GW, Posey . . high school career in which he led
·.William Penn to the 1994,state
has now scored in 'double. figcha~pionship while becoriiing .the .·
ure's in .nine straight games.
school;sall~timeassist'leader'.and .··. ~
.··, < • ··.;'• . ·· •• ····..·'''"·
NEWSWIREPHOTOBYBILPERRY·'·
·- THE SATISFACTION
Brown has scored in double fig7
seco~d
all~timei
le'ading s~6~er . Senior Gary Luhlpki~' has ~een the starting· point guard .•iti"99 '
ium:pkin;:a1o~g with fellow seures in eighfst~aight_ after}1is.
(l,430) and mostwoulctbe~cstatlc, ~raight games. for the.Musketeers.
·
··
: . · niors :Lenny Brown. arid· James
· 13 points against the Colonials.
but Lumpkin wants more.
With ·an eight~game winning · we win a game by20, we think that' Posey, want to end their four years
. ·The most awe~inspiring andcru- streak and a5-0A-10st~rt, the best .we.shollld have won·by 40.~' . ._ ·
a:t Xavier with something special.
MAN AMONG BOYS
On Sunday,. Lumpkin and the Back in the preseason, the senior
Freshm!ln Kevi.n Frey ·scored . cial ac~ievement Lt:1mpkin h.as at- ·. ever by Xavier, most would be sat- ·
taiTled over his collegiate career has isfied, butnot Lumpkin. ·
_Muskete'e'rs defeated· A-10 rival . trio set th.e season's goal as making
· 10 of his career-high 14 points
been
his
reliability.
Dating
from'
the
With
a
spoton
top
of
the
,A-10
.
GeorgeW,ashington by 20 (81'·61), it to the Final Four, with anything
from the. foul line last Sunday.
13-~
overall
.
arid although Lumpkin was happy less resulting in disappointment.·
1995-96
season,
the
men's
basket-·
West
Division
and
The offens_ive performance was _
ball
teain
has
played
in
104
games
record,
most
would
be
satisfied,
but
withthe win and the team's perfor-.
With Final· Four appearance
one point better than the 13
so
has-Lumpkin~
He
has
s_farted
.not
Lumpkin.
.
mance;
he
was
not
satisfied.
·
and
would
Lumpkin finally be satisfied.? ..
.· points Frey scored on Dec. 5
in
99
consecutive
games,
which'is
·Lumpkin,
aIOng
with
the
rest
of
.
"We
did
a:·Iotof.thi11g~
wrong,"
Don't
coun,t.on.it
against Purdue,. Fr.ey also
the longest streak .of any· current · the team; is happy with all they have · said Lumpkin .. "We a~e not out here
· . What. would it take for Lumpkin
p·ulled down a game~high 10
a~d
over
to
grind
it
outwith
teams.
•We
ex~
Musketeer.
accofuplished
this
season
.
to
walk away from his collegiate carebounds against the Colonials.
reer
satisfied?
·
the
years,
but
he
wants
more
:__
pect
to
beat~very
team
handedly."
· .:"Kevin did a great job on the
THE
SITUATION
.
.
·
.ThefactthatLurripkin.isnotsat~
much·more.
·
·"A
win
in
.the
final
game
in
·
boards," said senior Gary
With
such
a
heralded
basketball
"'The
main
thing
is
ttiat
we
're
not
'
r isfied with a20-point victory over ' March," said Lumpkin. "We'll take
Lumpkin. "When your big men
rebound like that you want to · career, most woulci .be satisfied, but satisfied because we think that we . GW, who entered Sunday's game that and be.satisfied."
can get better," said· Lumpkin. ·~·If at 3-0 in the A~ l 0, shows there is a_·
not Lumpkin.
reward them."'

POSEY CLIMBING

With his 20-point performance againstGeorge Wash~
iilgton, senior James Pos~y ·
jumped up three more spots on
Xavier's all-time scoring -list .. ·
PQsey, now in 2~th. place, has
accumulated l, l 02 .points over
his three-year.career: · ·

a

MORE·OR LESS
Last season, Xavier went 21. ag·ainst GW, with both teams
winning at ho~e. _during. the
regular season and XU de(eat~
ing the Colonials.ill the finals
of the A-10 Tournament. In ·
·their two victori_es, the.Muske-.
teers shot 14 three-pointers
combined, while shooting 17 in
the lone loss. for this reason;
Prosser told his team to.choose
their three"point attempts
, Wisely against GW. "In this
' case; we.thought that less might
be more," said Pro.sser.. Iri
-Sunday's game,·XU shot 12
. three-pointers.

a

Team chemistry results in success
-

.

·

penenced guys who felt they had .

•. perienced 'guys, w~~. at that point,
·were incapable of doing it," said
• coach Skip Pro.sser. ·· ·
This was exemplified by having
·· only two or. thr~e players scoring
. ln dou.ble fi. gur.es per g·am. e,. c. om-

·•
Senior Lenny Brown races tip ·
the ·~ourt. lookiiig i6 capitalize on
t.he fast break opportu_nity at hand. ·
Brown is halted by a G~orge Wash~
ington defender, bu. t P.asses to fel-

'· '!.'· .. . .,
HIGH REBOUNDS(9)'''

::!t~i!~~#,~;:;~~;;; ;:?~f:;1~~~~~1fa .~~~~iiJ~i~~~&n, E~t~~;~J.~~i~::::::
.~~~~=~::;F.~Ei:f5~~:!~I •. .:7t:::~;~,~~£W:¢l€~~ ··;t;~!~Y~l~~~"f~:: ·• ;~~i:'~::~~~:t:£~~7~~
fire;

but decides· otherwise. .

·J

'.

and grabbeafbU(jeb(j_(Jflds

.,

•

..•.

·

'qisfl,e,'fl/jµt:fJifJe,O$$iSts and

eight game~, hOwev'er, as was most

·.the play with an emphatic dunk;•. . month.·
Luritpkin(l8), freshma~ 'k.evin
The fast br~ak happened so
''Ithink that everyone is starting oriented arid bai~ncbd-atta~k.
Frey (14) and Brown ( 13).
GUARANTEED MADNESS
quickly in Xavier's .8 l-61. victory to buy foto the ~earn concept," said
During: these early games; the . . "We are definitely a different
Since the Atlantic IO opened
OVf<r George Washington·on Suri- Posey. "We are just having foil out team appeitred confused as.to whaL: team,'~ said' Lumpkin. '"Nobody
shop in 1976~77. 29 of the 31 .
-- day that its. significance was most there.'' , . . . . .
.· · e~ch ii:idividu~I me,mbe{ ·~.a.s sup~ . cares \\iho g~ts the cre.dit.- Everyteams which started the confer.. likely overlooked. ·This play was
.. Inthe firstni~ega~es of the sea-. posed to do .. This caused some to .one knows their role .and, does it to .
. ence season with four or more
'much: lllore telling and important son, the team c~em.istry that )(avier . try. to do too. much individually the best oftheii ability; ·we are more
straight wins have gone' on to
than ihe twp points it earned~. The ·has tradition'ally been .know.I} for while fo~getting i;ibout ·th~ ~ther .· focused mentally .with better team
postseason play. Xavier is 5-0
play exemplified how
the Mus- was missing. The Musketeer of- four guys on. the courti
. . chemistry~" .. ·• •
"in the conference.- · ·
ketc;~rs have 'come over the. past.· fense ~a~·mor~ in the form of the
"Thatwas a function of the ex'

•• t

far
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Men's.·. basketball: around• the··A-10
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categories. Rogers: 284 points. and
103 i1ssists this year account for
... : 1:1early 44 p~rce9t:qt: the Colon.ial's
With GeorgeWash,ington falling . · · · .
toXavierthispastY.ee~8F61, the . ,.EAST
·. A.-1o·overall ·.:A.~10 leading 79).ppg.
.
lrine uridefeated t~a~s.~in~tl~·~.tk ·, r.Le~~~~-';:,
~]~·· 1i~~.·' .~. Check this .out. 'Not only was
IQ_ c.OJ'lferenc~. pl~y:~r~ dtVlSl()!!.' :•3
)rise' Ws ) ''3-2' ' 9~7: ' ,[)~yton ti~ahle to :sliut clown
·.. Shawnta. Rogers· (36 points) in Its
.leader.s Teinpleimd Xavi_er•.b. ot_frat'' · ~ . . · · P. · · '
4. Rhode.l~la1:1~ ... 2~2. . 9-8
5-0..··
5. st. Bonaventure 2-3 · 7-9
· -Sl,-69 loss on January 14,·but the ·
Some star pl~yers ·stepped. up for . .' 6. Fordham'
o-5
6-a . . Flyers were practically beaten by a
theirteamsthisweekandputupbig ,.' WEST
> A-10()ver~ll ·.··'trio ofColo~ials. Mike King and
number~.'. . ..··
frxavier' ,.· .. , s~:O ·13~ ·.,; .. :Yegor Mescherlakov (22 and 15
The biggest perforrnan~e might.: ~· (;; vva~hington .·, 3 ~ le'. 9 ~ 5 .·.· '.'points respectively) combined with
:have come fromthe;\~io•s smail-' :'.· 3; L~ Salle. : : <.3~2 · 7~8 . •:Rogers to score. all but _8 of the
. ·.
.
est star..·. Shawnta Rogers, who.. . 4.: Dayton ·.··: .• .2-3. ·. 7-8 .· ·,.Colonials' 81 points~
s·tands a nieagers;·4·', scored ~ca-· · 5. Duquesne< .. o+ 4-10
:.Jn the case of uMass vs. Kannier~high 36 poin~s i~ tbeC()loni!ll{,'
Virginia Tech · . •0-5
5~9
·s~s. practice ·definitely ~akes per~ ·
8l-69win .over payto~, tg ·go itl()~g: •·
. .·
Jan.: 17 ...··. ·· .
.·f~ct. With the Minutemen suff~ring
with five steals and five.. assists. .
·' '.. ., f ' ' .•.. ' .•·
thre~ consecutive losses to the
R,ogers, Co-Player of the Week, . · Rams went 2~ 1'this past weef He . Jayhawks, .in~luding ~ 73~7 l Joss
was 12-of-24 from the line, includ-. ·. aver!lged 17 .points pe(game, an.( Jastyear, one could assume that th_e
ing 6-of-8 from :three~p()jnt range eight rebounds. Pt?fgame. ·He tiecl .· r' :Minutemen \\'er,e due for some reand 6~oMb from the foul line. His a career high with his 26 point per- demption. It came on Jan. i6, with
six three-pointers set i Smith 'Cen- formance against Dayton; Odom Nq'. 15 Kansas falling to struggling .
ter record. · ·
'
·
. adde.d 11 rebounds in the winning uivfass, 64;60. . -_
·
·
Sanchez,theA-lO'sleaderinas- effort.·
.Temple.cpayh J()hn·Chaney
sists~to-turnover ratio, recorded 19 . The honor was. Odom's fifth of ~eeds just seven more wins to beassists and just t~o turnovers o~er the year, and rightfully so. Odom · come. the . school's: all-time
two.remple wins. In a 62-47 win leads URI in scoring (15.8 ppg),.re- winningest coach. Chaney is 347over St. Joseph's, Sanchez came bounding (8.9 rpg), field.goal per- . 155 in his 17th ye'ar at Temple,
away with. eigh_t points, eight re- .centage (.492), assists (3.9 apg) and . compared. to the school.'s leader,
· PHOTO COURTESY OF.TEMPLE SPORTS.INFORMATION
bounds, 10 assists and t\\'O steals; blo~ks·(L5 bpg)'. '
.
· HallofF~mer Harry Litwack,. ~ho
Temple's
Pepe
Sanchez
was
the
A-10 Co-Player. 'of the Week
...
.
.
.
.Against Rhode Island, Sanchez ·. . Speaking of. Rogers, the was 373-193' in his 21 year career.
nearly put together a double~ Co!Onfars. poin~ guarcl is currently
. Rhode Island senior Preston ' field, all onoutsidejumpers; not a scorers with his 16_.1 ppg average.·
double:· He recorded 11ine. points, · leading the' A~ lP iri three impres-. Murphy sccir~d· a career-high 26 s_ingle dunk ·o.r lay~up in the. group.· He also leads the Dukes in reboundnine assists and six.steals~
.sive categories; scoring (20.3 ppg), points in a 76-63 loss at Temple on Murphy also. became the Rams' . ing (6.4 rpg) and steals'(2.0 spg):.
Game of the· Week - UMass
. Rookie of the Week honors went ' assists (7 .4 ·apg) and steals (3. 7 spg). · · Jan:'l 6, and avetage~. 16.3 ppg over 46th player in school_ histoty to
to.one of the A-lO's most promis-. "Should Rogers keep up this pace, the week; However, the most com- reach the 1,000 career point plateau. . hi.ts the· road to take ori the Temple
Duquesne'$ Wayne Smith ranks Owls on Jan. 23. The game will be ·
ing players, Rhocle Island for.ward he wiH be the first player to ever .. pelling stat'was Muwhy's shooting.
Lamar Odom. Odom shined as tile lead
the
Atlantic
10
in
those
_three
He
nailed
17of
27
(.630)
from
the
·
11th jn the na.tio~ among freshman t~l~~ised on ESPN.
.
.

· spo'riswrtrer ·

·. · .

. . . ..

STAN D fN ·c; S
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. · "Bea.p~t.of Xav~er's Ot"ieqtation ~rogram
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Applications are available:for .

.

Staff·and Group Leader Positions
.·.

JANUARY 25,.1999
· in the followin·g areas:

·

.

Student. S~rvices ·
· · Information Desk
Commuter. Information Center

'.
i.'.1.-.:

-.... ··:

·-

,,Friday,
February.12,
1999 ·
.
.
.
.. . .
Questions, ~all Kimberlie Goldsberry@ x4892·. ·

Mc:mt~go_ :.~ay,

, Negril ..... •

from $399 .
•

•

• •

•

.

j

·,.

'

$l99

from

$399 ·

fro~

Panam11.City

:peadline
for completed ·applications: .
. .
'

•.... Ca11~un
.lamalcll!: .· .

Qu9lityJnn.
· ·· .. . Days/Ramada

··.·. • i
)'

..

·.
.•

I'

.·Call todayLSpace isJimited.
;

'

1800648•4849 ,·

· : -·· m~ststravel.eom

12

DlVERSIONS . ·
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B.Rl_E>FS
~Lauren Mosko, Editor
>-Diversions Desk: j45:.2.a1s
>-QIVERS@xavier.xu;e:ciu

THEATRE. REVIEW·

EnergetiC' 'FOotloose' Comes' to Ci:O.Cy
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FLAWLESS PE~FORMANCE; EXC,TING CAsT IN BROADWAY. VERSION OF 1984 KEVIN BACON ;flLM:
•• <

· Blues thunder
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BY AARON BREFORD ·..

.·Hewitt(Christian B·orle), the . ·
quintessentiaf redneck, ·aria· •.·. ·
The Cin~innati Playfiouse in
One of the hottest ~hc)w.s on they deci~e to throw a"seniOr
the Park will. present bluesical
Broadway right no~ is the hit mu~ · dan.ce:
·
fairy tale"'Thunder Knocking on ·
From startto finish, the· .
sic'al, "Footloose," based 6n the
the Door" Thursday, Jan. 19 attlie
1980s Kevin Bacoh movie of the cast .engages the .audience
. Robert .s .. Marx Theatre. The'
with an infectious energy.
same ~itle ..
performance runs through Feb.
The production was tech~
.
We
now:
have
the
opportunity
to
'19. ··.<
.see this production at the Aro11off · nically flawless and musi~ .
Ticlcetsrange from$28 to$40,
Center courtesy Of the Fifth~ TNr~ cally exciting•. The choreog~ ·
' depending on day and seatloc·a:~
Ba.nk Broad.way Series. · . · ·
raph)'. was flashy .and fun;
tion;. Unreserved tickets.are half~-·
· The showjuxtaposes a·ChiCago · particularly when the. entire
_price when purchased .the day of ·..
teen dance club )~nkie against the· cast transforms a· PE class
· thesho~ between If a.m;and 5 .
backdrop of)ife 'in a small ~outh intoa gymnastic basketball
p.m~ a( the Playhouse: . ·.
•
erntown whe:re dancing h~s be.en · dance~off. · · ·
· ·· Four '.'Meet th.e Artists" proI would have liked to ··
., proriounced .mega! b.y the•Iocal
.grams will follow selec;.t~d per~
preacher and his cronies;./
";'
have· se~n scalera dance
· formimces on Sunday: Jan. 24,
·. . . ·R~nMcCormatk(Jo~ Ma(:pota) in ore as .Ariel. She was con; The cast of t~e Brbadif\lay production of "Footloose" stands in line for a ·
· Wednesday.Jan. 27, Sunday, Feb.
: and his mbther (Mar~haWaterbury) ·spicuously ·absent from · round: of SIJaCk'.'pacl<s.ori studentappreciation day.
.
. 7 and Thursday, 'Feb. ·11.
are. forced .fo leave their hoine in some' of the flashier dance
' .
. ·.
.,
;
. '
' ..
.
.
· A gourmet buffet dinner will
.Chicago ~fter his fither-aband~ns numbers'. a.nd. she and Machota, a. for the role.· It would have been nice riostalgic qualities while defining its
be offered before each evening.
them .. They move in with Reri's fine da11cer, ~id not take tJ'te stage .tb have seen.· a strcfager chem~s.try own identity.
performance at· the Playhouse. ,
together in the finale. .
. .
between her ·and Machota;
..
So if you· want to have a stroll ·
uncle in a. small southern town.
Reservations must be made ·at .
Ren is misunderstood, misA show with the title "FootManyofus:mayI;iavegrownup downmemorylaneandatthesame.
. least 24 hours in advance. The .
. treated ~nd mis~rable until he meets loose'; seems to demand thatth~ watchirig Kevin Bacon do battle tim·e be highly entertained; get
cost of the buffet is $21..
the pre~cher's da~ghter,Ariel (Niki leading lady cut loose. ··· '
with John Lithgow in the movie ·down to; the Aron6ff.Center this
· For tickets or. more informaScalera).Hesoon teams up with her
,Scalefa, however, had' a beauti- "Footloose." Asa part of oul'pop ·weekend to s~e "Footloose."
tion, call the Playhouse box ofand his only friend in town, Willard . · ful singing voice and a perfectfook culture; this production.has all the
fice at 421-3888.· Complete in~
.
·formation is available mi the web
at,www.dncyplay.com.
Diversions Writer.

'Dreams' scores big, 'Blues' drops b311
'

•,

~

T

'

SOMETIMES HIGH S~HOOL CAN BE M~ltE OF A NIGHTMARE THA~ A SERIAL:K,LLLER .

Sheet happens

The . Attic Gallery . of,
BY NATHAN DUKE
. to place her in an instit11tion., As .
~ventJally; Jordan loses control
Southgate House will. present
Diversions Writer
~her nightntf}res. continue,' she de- of the film~· building
to a some~
"Oh Sheet! Show of Works On
Claire Cooper's :iife is a night- cides tofollow their clues, so.that . what disappoi.ntin'g conclusion .
. Paper,1' from Jan. 21 until March. · mare, literally. Her marriage is in ·she may discover the identity of the The entirety of the film, ~owev¢r,
.,1. Regular show hours are from . trbubie; her daught~r. is·.mis'sing, man iri her dreams.
.·is too effective to dismiss.it as. a.
i~s p.m;·
.
.·
· :and she's shatini .d~e~m~ wfrh a
rnrectorNeil Jcirdan knows tiow . typical horror·rri0~ie.
The opening reception will be
man who~ she believes is respon- . to keep his audience on the edge of.
Even more frightening tlian the
· on-Jan·. 21Jrom 7:30 p.m: to mid- .. · sible for the disappearance .of sev- . their seats .. In several of his previ~ imagery and flashbacks of Neil . ·
night Also featured atthe open- .·
era! young. girls, including. her ous films, Jordan used sublime im- · Jordan's "In Dreams" is the fact that
Ing is the!lve bass guitar music
daughter. To make matters worse, . agery as a stylistic signature: "In Jall1es··Vari :der" Beek, sf'ar. of . '
. of Mike Georgian .. Admission is . Claire (Annette Bening) attempts .. Drearris" is filled with such_ imag- cteleY;ision's~"Dawson's. Creek/'
free and refreshments will be
suicide~fterfindingoutherdaugh" ery: nursery rhymes written in chose Briari Rob~ins' "Varsity
served.
ter drowned, forcing her. husbarid · blood, old abandoned houses,
Blues" his screen debut.' - .
T~e show. features an exhibi-.
nightmarish apple orchard and
Vari d.er Beek plays John Moxon,
tion of works on paper: calligra· frightening flashbacks of the an·overlooked high school quarter- · Amy Smart and iam~s Van der
phy, origami, paintings, photog. murderer's childhood: ·
· back that spend~ most of his Jime B~ek in i•va_rsity Blues" ·
Unlike recent slasher films such on · the· bench reading Kurt
raphy, artist~' books and hand .
· maqe papes.
. as "Urban Legend," Jordan_'s film- Vqm:iegut. Wh.en the s~ar quarterSet in a high school that makes
. Featured artists include: Ken
: relies. more on imagery and• atmo- back i_s injured in a g.~me, Moxon · ·Q0210 seem realistic, Robbins' film
·Buck, B.eth Hilton, Tom & Julie
sphere, -rather than. a large body ·sees his chance to impress his fa- · makes high school athletes appear
Judge, Stephen Kusan,. Bob
count, to keep his film frightening. natical father as well.as trike a stand · to tJe hormonally-driven teenagers
,Reeves,: Brad Smith, .Barbara·
W.hile ·the film's plot may be against the teams' tyrannic'al coach, who spend their spare time getting
Shoenberger, John Steele, .Milt .
questioned for originality ("Don't . B1:1d Kilmer (Jon Voight) .. ' ' .
drunk and· stealing police cars. .
, O'Dell; T°"m Mitts and many .
Look Now," a 1973 ~orror film, is
The rest of the movie, as most
Although. Moxon'.s teani has a· •
more.
about a parent who devefops apsy- . films of this sort go, leads up to the winning. season,. making all' this
··.. ·• Fbr more info~matlon, call
·. 'chological bond with her murdered "big game," prompting the .viewer crapuloushess pe~missable, '_'VarFabienne Christenson at '321..
daughte~aftershe·isdrowned),Jor- . to pose such questions. as "Will sityBlues"fumbles. {*)
2967. .
·
.
PHorocouRresvoFDREAMWORKSP1cruRes<' dan compensates by keeping his .Maxon lead the team to a winning
· _For a show preview, visit
Annette Bening i~ "In Dreams" film's tension on a 'psychological· season?'.' and ''Will the team stand
!eve~, rather than a physiCal one.
. ~p to_the hated coach?''
http://come.to/ theatticgallery. ·
· ·
·
· · ·

up

<***>' · · ·

as

a

L:ove and' food

· The Cinciim~ti pre~iere of
Love' and Time will be presente.d.
onSunday, Jan. 24 at the York·
Street Cafe.
·
A pre-performance dinner will ·
include pasta primavera, soup or
salad, dessert and a beverage.
Dinner. and performance tickets
are $20, and tickets for the performance alone are $9~ Dinner.
service begins at5 p.m. and t!te
performance begins at 6:30 p.m.
Seating is limited, and reserva"
tions are encouraged: .
For reservations
. . or. ·n'iore
·' in.'
formation, call Dance Projects at
. 681-5911: .
.
' ..
~·

. '~ ·:

•.····.New-·•neteases·. ·.

·

-

.

'

.·•. -

.

.

The following are d~e for release on Jan.19 ... ·

Variou~Artists, Holding Up Half the Sky:. -Voices of Asiai1 Wome~
(Shanachie) ... Count Bass-D, Art For Sale (Spongebatti) ... Ani
DiFranco, Up Up Up Up Up Up (Righteous Babe) ... Druha Taya,
Czech~nate [Czech bluegrass] (Compass) ... J°(,im Brown's Body, ·
A11io11g Them (Shanachie) ... Lo Fid~Hty All Stars, How to Opet:aie
with a Blown Milid (Colombia) ... Seaweed~ Actions and Ii1diCations
(Touch and 06) ::. Vangelis, El Greco (Atlantic)...
·
.... all dates are tentative.

-

.. .,,..
,J.

.

.Wed!lesday, Jan; 20
Boiler.
@·top c.at's
.

.

.

'

..

Mond;aY,Jan. 25
Freebass' ·. .
Sudsy.Malone's

· @

...:

Friday, Jan. 22
· Kelly Richey Band
@Shady.. O'Grady'.s

Saturday, Jan .. 23
Tigeriilies .
•. @Sudsy Malone's ·.

· Wednesday; Jan.
Vanilla Ice
•·· :. w/ Skarhead ·.
.·and Spineshank
@,:aog~rt's

27
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·M·alick~,'s creation ·walks .a 'Thin.·Red.Liite'.·
...

:

·· lOTH CEN'T.URY FOX'S WWII MOVIE l\ll"Y BE CRITlcALLY AC(:LAIMED OR IGNORED BY THE MASSES
.

.

'

.

: '

.:

. ·.·'

BY JONATHAN MOSKO
. on· th¢· battle.that goes· on in the . men who are.;fighting
. '!
· ·. Assisiiint.'Diversidns Editor
minds .o! men:who are· charged by arid dying for.theit: coullLast shmmer: two: movies ~ere. their country toslaughterothermen try generally don'.thave ..
.. '
releaseilthatcibaltwithbasicaUy th~' in war.:; . ' : I ' .... · .·· ··.·
'
,· ' '
aJot of time.to discuss
saine ~ubject'. ~B·~th ''Armageddon" ' · 'This m_dvie doesn't pit dashing philosophicai rhatt~rs.. . .
arid ''D~ep' Irl{pactn told 'the sto.ry , American' 'warriors. against
Thi.s movie gets its
·Of Olif tiny pfafletthreatened' by
'cartoonish Japanese soldiers, either. name from an· old '
giant rock, from outer space. W:hile · .Instead, dirty, sc'aredAmerican sol- • ·midwestern saying that.
"AITniigeddon;, was the huge.block- diers battle to the d~ath with ditty,·· "there's onl)' a thin red .
btiskr, "Dee'p. Impa'ct'' took :a . scared Japanese' soldiers'. •
'.
line between the· sane and
Whil~ some other movies may .the mad/' and it drives
. backseat, relegated.to .'minor o~scurity.
.
..
.
. por(ray the enemy as faceless ver- home again and again the
. . The sarfle summer, "Saving Pri- min to be wipedmit, this orie points ma_dness and insanity be. v·ate Ryan'' hit. :the silver screen. . outthefear and pain in the eyes of. . hind warfare.
.
· · This World War II drama was hailed · a dying Japanese prisoner·_.:._ one
Nick Nolie plays the
by critics, I6~ed by-fa~s and hon- can't ignore the humanity .of the domjnating Col. Tall;
·. · ored with awards. This' winter, an-. enemy.
who is .d.riven by his'deother WWII drama, ''The Thin Red
Much of the mo~ie's dramatic. sire to push his 'men to the
Line," is being relea~ed by 20th dialogue is present by virtue of the ' breaking pointln order to
Century Fox.
..
introspective voice~overs of Pvt: achieve theii:'Objective.
.
. . '
,•
'
'
PHOTO co'URTESY OF 20TH CENTURY FOX
Likepopr "Deeplmpact," it may Witt '(Jim Caviezel) .. Witfis an· uri~
As he dispenses orders '
Ben ·c~aplin (Pvt.· Bell), John Cusack (Capt. Gaff) and Jirn Caviezel (Pyt.
. very well play second fiddle to willingbutduty-boundsoldierwho to the cautious Capt.
Witt); left to right, are a few of the-many stars of "The Thin Red Line,'' a
Spielberg's epic. The.sad part is it ·only wants to get home but risks his Staros· (Elias Koteas), it
film· about the minds of men at war.
really shoulCln't.
lifo daily for ~his "C" company seems the "men" are no
·"The Thin Red Urie," directed · brothers.
longer men, •but more like ma·-· Cusack as Capt. Gaff. Ho\\'.ever;_ · that "Saving Private Ryan" was;
·fiis \Vonderings eoho ·the · chines, expendable tools in his these actors are.spars~ly employed, It's definitely not a mov!e for ev-·
by Terrence Maiick, tens~ story of
WWII on the other side of the th~ugh~~.of viewers who, 55 years quest fof glory.
.
and might have madea better movie eryone. Because of this, a lot of
.world, the Pacific theater - more earlier, witnessed the horrors of war
Sean Penn is dynamic as lst Sgt. . had an their acting talents been people probably won't like it.. Still,
specifically, the battle ·for firsthand~ In the middle ofanigtit- Edward Walsh, the.man who runs .used.
the film is a powerful,_ thoughtful~
Guadalcanat The taking of this is- , milrish attackon a Japanese camp, "C'.' company,' Penn· adds a worldly
If Clooney or Cusack had been moving look aside of WWII that
land was crucial to turning the tide . .Witt wonders "Where does this evil perspective to Caviezel 's ideali~tic . given a rriore prominent role in the Malick brought back to life.
in the Pacific. ·· •·. · . . · . . . come from?" His question: referred·- reflections;
·film, it could.have ~een .even·bet~
•If you. want to ~lip foside the_
. While it i~ notas brutally graphic . as inuch to his own comrades as
. Featured in ''TheThin Red Line" ter.
·.
· ·· ·. .
. mind of young men ·at war with a
as "Private Ryan;'' ~'The Thin Red · their ~neiny. · '
is a star-studded variety ofoth~rfa~
What is both fortunate and im~ relentless enemy arid. a fading set ,
Line'.' will still tum the stomachs of
While the abundant voice-overs mous. actors, like George Clooney .· fortunate is. that. -"The Thin Red of ideals; "The Thin Red. Line" 'is .·
.. mi.gh•t ;be an~oying in another . as' Capt. Bosche; John Travolta as.·' Line" is not, arid does not pretend' definitely worth a look .
. the faint.
Inste~d, Malick's"film. focuses · riiqvie, iti~ex~usablehere.b(!cause .Brig. Gen. Quintard ~nd John to.be; the mainstteam blockbuster
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·.Word.oil neWStar 'Trek flick: . .setphas~i:s. op. y3wn
·.
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... . FLIMSY STORY, POOR SPECIAL EFFECTS MAKE FOR AN UNSATISFYING )\DDITION TO THE STARTREK SERIES
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BY DAN:GALLAGHER
Picard is forced fo recite over and. .
GeorgeLucas'Industrial Lights ·.
. Diversions. Writer .
. over lines like,. "Some of the dark- . and Magic, who executed the spe~ ·
If pc:ior Gene Rodenberry hadil 't . est chapters iri human hist~ry have cial effects for almost every other
been.cremated, he would.be rolling. c.ome from _theforced relocation.of . Trek movie; \\'.as too busy working .·
in his proverbial grave with last a minority to satisfy the will
on the new· Star Wars adventure,
mqnth 's release of "Star Trek: In~ · :·powerful majority, . I hope that the· leading Paramount to choose an~·
surrection." ·
Federation should haVe· learned other effects company with abso- .
Trekkie fans going to see this som~thing b.y now." Ibaven't seen lutely no sl<:ills whatsoever. latest edition 'to'_ the film' series are a politieal message. worked' into. a
For example; the film opens with
treated to one of the:worst science~ .. ~ovie _so poorly since ~'Volcano"
chase scene where Data escapes.·
· fic;tion films of the decf.lde(a.low, .·tried to pawn itself off as ·a film.· Federation captors .while still in his
low place indeed in entertainment about race relations.
"invisibility suiC' When Data pops
history, considering that this las~ ...
The film is also filled with hor- off his invisibility helmet, the mys- ··
summer alone gave us both "Arma~ rib le running jokes that make the . tified So 'n·a are confronted with his
.· geddon". and "Go4zi1Ja!').;_ ;;: .
audience actually ern!Jarrassed'for android head floating bodiless .in · ·
.:· -."Insurrection" finds Capt. Jean- . ·the actors who execute them. For tlie air; unable to understand that ·
· Luc Picard (Patrick-Stewart) and .. starters,. there's a joke about Lt. they· are all trapped inside a thor- .· .
.· the crew of the Enterprise discov- Worf (Michael Dorfl) goiI1g through · . oughly unconvincingblue~~creen
ei-ing the So~na, a b~nevolent, so- · middle-aged Klingon puberty and •'splice.
·
cialistic alienra:ce of simple farm~ getting a big Klingon pimple, much
Meanwhile, Federation observers: Because their untouche~ planet to his Klingon chagrin. Dr. Crusher.· ers yell, "Apprehend the android!"
is circumscribed by nebulous rings . also jokes about. how the 'planet's: ''·to more "invisible" aluminum foil
which constantly regenerate the genetic rings'havemade her mlcidle . garbed officers. Think Mighty- .
genes ofall the life below, the globe agedbp_obs really firm-up~ much · Morphin Power Rangers here and
becomes a genetic 'fountain of · to the audience's chagrin. . ·
, you begin to get'a sense of how bad
.
Finally, there is an entire cheesy the.se effects are. ·· .
youth.
· !heir ru~tic, Marxist utopia, · . sub-plot about Data l.earn_ing from . · _.I could goon, but I wori't. Suf' .PHOTO COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
. however, being thre~tened by a . :a So'na chiid what it's like to be a fice it to say that ''Insurrection" is, ·Donna. Murphy (left)' and P.atr_ick .Stewart .(right)· st.. ar in "Star
Federation· conspiracy· tC> relocate kid.
.
.
easily one. of the wo. rsi w. ritten;
Trek: Insurrection:' Captain Picard (Stewart) is forced to choose
the'So'.na and harness the power.of
" Our denoue111ent finds the usu-. 'worst acted, worst executed Sfar ·between disobeying a direct order or violating both Starfleet
·
he rings with the, help of the sav~ .· . aliy··. serious D._ata romping i.n the_· Trek movies I have ever seen.
d'irect1ves
·
·an· d ·h..rs ~.wi:i· · prmc1p
· · • • Ies o f h onor,
age Ba,'ku race, the oply people· haystacks with So'nac.hildren and.
The strength of Kirk's original
with the te".hnology to analyze the, playing the c:ild, "Hey, '.what's that crew was they could perfonh sugenetiC regeneration that the rings- on your tie?" tdck on Li,:Riker, giv-. perb morality plays that reflected ing, oft~n deep intellectual_ puzzle~. · Space Nine" and "Star Trek Voy. induce.
. ing the entire crew-a heatty, Scooby. the global concerns of the Cold War.· · .. If the Next Generation would ager," "Insurrection" conclusively
Of course, it's up to Piea,rd~nd . Doo; roll-the~'credits last laugh. Oh ···era - rent the crew's last movie, make a film ahoufQ, they 'would proves that.the Star Trek universe·
the crew to step in and.defend the · Data, you big tease! : ·
"The Undiscovered Country" if you easily produce the best Trek movie .. has c'reatively dried up .
ever. Instead, the genre's recent
·starTrek, rni"afraid, is in des~
. socialist underdogs before both they :
The only redeeming value thaf don't believe nie;
and the rings. are. s'uc~ed·,off the ·. sµcha: wa,ste oftime .might ·possi-;
The strength of Picard's genera- films :all rely on flat humor and a perate need of new screenwriting
.planet by the Ba'kii 's collector ship: · ' bly.pc:issess would be good special tion lies. iii their analytical detective constant stream of new alieri races blood ...
The,concept isn't tlfat bad, bu( .effeCts;: but alas, "Insurrection" is · skills. In the TV ·show, Pieard rou- to divert trekkies ..
Along with the "DOA .Deep
the script is so overtly didactiC that ·bereft of even that lastfailback: ·' .. tinely took on extremely challeng- ·
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It's kind of like going to The
. miravel at this point as the gospel the Congregation." }li-on~ the title,
Warehouse, but without all the
vocals are added. When the vocals it shouldn't be hard to tell there
cross-dressing'. ·
'. ~reunderstated,'asfnthetitletrack, were·gospel.vocals crowding this
· Tranceport is a collection of
' they add a nice effect to lead singer song as well.'.. '. ' . <·.
Chris. Robinson's sound;·.·.·
· In .actuality; The Black Crowes ·
Oakenfold mixes of groups from . ·
.·
Unfortunately,on"HorseH~ad;'' achieve severai w~~d~~ful :Inoboth sides of the Atlantic. Chances
a mistak.e of a song'to begin ~1th:\ ~etits. on ·'. th6· . ai~6> .~:·Chris
. are you've ne~er heard of som~ of
these artists, this anthology being·
' Rich Robinson's "smooth". south~ . R~bi(isori ~~i~~ coht~ins tl1e per- .
graced with such nai}'les as Three.··
·. ·em g~itar doesn~irrlix.~ith the gos~ . fc::¢t:.arrioui1t'of soul tninject'errio~
·. pe1 sound. · ·. , · ...· . . . . ·. · · ti{in into the aften'wMk 1yfi,cs ...
Drives Ori A Vinyl, Gus Ous and
Binary f'inary.
·
- I believe th6 proper choi~~ in this.
:Fans of the.group will recognize
.·It doesn't matter,. though', be~
·instance would have be~n to save' it.. a Jot of similarities bet.lieen this disc
cause if you like.dancing to the·
for an album ofb~si~e~ or forgeithe · 'and their ·earliei w6rk.; particularly · ··
Paul Okenfold
The.Black Crowes·
tec,hho-house
beats
of
today;
you'll
.
song· happened all togeth~r~
iri the songs "Go Faster" and "She
Tranceport ·
By Your Side
'
Perhaps The Black Crowes ·, Said My Name.".
· ·
never forgei~hem.
(~eprise)
(Columbia) ·
The .m~Jodies·include ~pacey
.aren't looking to make much sense
The.latter offers the most satisI've gem~rally never been a fan tunes, like track number five,
.The qµestion cine.ponders after ·. in their songs this time. "Only a fying softening of sound as piano.·
of dance rriusfo·. One can then imag- · ~~Someone," courtesy of the U.K. · listening to By Your Side, the latest Fool" addsa
homs,'courtesy of . :and drums frame the lyrics: "Offer·
ine. how sublimely happy I was band-Ascension. 'Th'e combination release from The Black Crowes: The·birty Dozen, w.hile the lyrics me melody/Pour a cup 6f w!ne/
when the task fell upon me to re- of classic piano, .synthetic strings How many songs 'can be written . scream for a country singer:' "You Spill your deepest memory l And
view Paul Oakenfold's.CD of"pro-:. and house beat~ bring a unique tla- about the same subjects? ·
are my Jover, my song, rnY .best somedayyou'ilbe fine:... Btit alas,
. ~or to this eclectic collection.·· ·
gressive trance/house music:"
Often, there are ·new twists friend Ii dori't wanfthis to ever th~ music fails to stay at this level.
Oakenfold is an award-winnfog
. Overall,.though, a strong 'eiec- placed on timeless ideas, but By end." This tired sentiment has been
The. end
the disc is emblerndeejay in England, known for. ex- . tric synthetic influence can be felt, Your Side sounds as if the group just _pr9perly. abus~d in several .songs , atic ~f the effort as. whole. The
posing American hip-hop, like Salt prevalent in tracks like "Enervate" reworked music around recycled throughout music history.
final song fades ·into a piano solo,
'n' Pepa and Will Smith, to-the U.K. and "El Nifio," whieh have taken · ideas. ("Diamond Ring" deals with · . As all songs start to blend to~ whi(:h .is nice, but it: doesn't really.
He .aJSo ,heads hisown record la- dance clubs in Engiand by storm.
marriage; "By Your_ Side" is about · gethe( on the disc_, the. Crowes of-· fit the re.st of the disc~ Fans of the.
bel, Perfecto Records.
fer a couple songs which fall a few band will enjoy a lot of the mateI. wori't go as far as to say that friendship and love, etc.)
RecentJy; the American label. I've been converted, but this is .!1
This technique works for some production sessions short of sound- rial·, but some things just don't fit.
bands, but here, it doesn't. The disc ing good:
Repris~ gave him. a shot: · Enter
-Adam Ziemkiewicz,
quality CD'. ·
Tranceport, Oakenfold's U.S. de''Welco_me to the Goodtimes" is
·Diversions Writer
· If yo.ti like nothing betteflhan offers a mixture of clic~ed lyrics, .
but.
bouncing around in a'Club all night :gospel vocals and a foundation of promising atthe beginnfog, corr1-<
Despite my misgivings, l was or .Jetting your hair down, let . electric guitars to create··a· train · plete with. softjirigle beJls and powcif sound.
erfufvocals as well as a'horn sofo~:
pleasantly surpdsed when I gqt Oakenfold "tranceport'' you to his ·wreck
.
.·. ..
· .
· .
down to listening to it. This CD ·world.
·.'.'Go Faster'' and "Kickin' My H~wever, the music grows int~ a
- Jonathan Mosko, · HeartAround'' offer a strong begin- mess bf drums, horns,' vocals. and'
flows,' wind,ing. and pulsating;
Asst. Diversions Editor .ning to the disc, .and the latter poi:;- probabiy ~everalpots and pans' be- .
sometimes sweetly melodic .. other.
times spasticaily out of control. It
. sesses an infectious refrain and'gui- ·.' i~g banged in_ the b~ckgrou~d. (1f ·
. · has echoes of bands Jfke Prodigy
tar li11e .not easily ~hak,e~ from -the. they are~Tm sure h couldn~t' hurt.)
mind.
· ·
· · · : Seemingly; the ~~iri.ithing hap~ ·
and The Crystal Method, but has a·
style all its own.
However, the work begins to pens on the
. nexttrack: ·"Go Tell
.
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• Xaviet Merchandise
• J~ans. inch:lding f om~y Hilfiger,· Polo,,

'

Pelle Pelle,· Fu~u, First Dow~ & ·Me.cca
•• $1 . T.:shirts
• baseball hats
• .sweatsui ts .· ·
• . :_dr~ss shirts, pa11ts .& ties ·
•• · assorted & ·hard~ to.:find T.:.shirts
• college & pro-~eam T-shirts, .sweatshirts &
jackets ..·
.
• 'Y'inter co~ts, hats &·gloves
• work shirts
• . socks· & underwear
• ··shoes.:
... · ...i·:
big sizes available ' '
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·the.word
IS ·out: bW-3'5
·Buffalo Wild· ·
: ··•..· .'; ,·.:,',,> .•

!.. _ ..•·:

.'· .....

wings ts· ·~he .

plilce to

··.be· on
.Thursday
'
·nights! ...
'.

'

.

:Join.us for the·
· hotte.st: nigh.t ill town:
College ·1 D Night., a! ,.
bw-3's Buffalo Wild<Wings!
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·Norwood ~·26921Madison Roa_d ._• ~5·1-9464 • www.buffalo~ildwings.com
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:' CAREER· OP·P.ORTUNITY •
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< '. . . . IQ:B :PAIR .

.. ·

.•. · Joirl'cmrfast-growfug,Fortune 500 news and infdrmation company operating since 1841.
.
:'])on;t mi.s~ youi:' chance t.o become a part of bur.award wffi.ning Jeam. Mark your calendar for: ..

.. ·Sa'fur~y,Januarf.·23rd
·. · 9:00. am ~ 12:~0, pm.
· . ~12' Ebit.Street
20th :Floi)r:~ct>iderence1 Rooni:

' ' . ' . . ': (513) ··768~$200" .

.

.
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. ;..........

. ..... _..

'

•

'p~'t~~:

_.J..U,

.

.

.

·

'.Certificate!

.I
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..

.·, •• T~p iO%Nationallyin Size .
• Over $75 Million for Research Projects·
• Over 200 Renowned Scientists/Mentors.· .

.

.

·'·'

·I

..

•

.

· We·Have Openings For-. .. ·
~.Visit the Job:Fait.
·.• web PageTechriidan · · ·
qn,January ~3 and
• SalesAssistants
. register.to win a··.
•TelephoneSale Representatives
. Valentine's Day ·
~.Desktop Publishers.
Dinner for two at.
<•;.Delivery Assistants · ·
Mop.tgom¢ryihrt;
· • Customer Service Representatives.· .
._._eigtlfMighty
. We Offer Excellent Benefits~: .
.DucksTickets .or a
\ ~ Tuition, Reirilbursefuefl.t · <' . ·

· · .$50.iaza'.ru's.Glft
· · ·
·

.

• Up to $17,500/Year Stipend
• .Paid Tui~on, Fees,. & ~ealthlnsurance
. • 400 -MS and.PhD Students

. .. . . . . . .. .. s-e-g-ert1,F
.. .. . ~ 1.l£l-gutJ1ts1-r1o~s.

....... 1.1"'(101, . ,;..t~E p() .

.

.

,.,

Ul)iversity of Cincinnati Medical College has 12 'outstanding graduate ·
programs in the .biOmedical sCiences, including cell bic;ilogy, .
·
developme11tii biology, ·envijQiunental heatth; neuroscience, molecular
genetics, biochemistry, microbiology, physiology,· pathobiology, molecular
mediciile, pharmacology, and a MD/PhD program. ·

.';

.

.

'

.

•

.

.

.

'

j

.•.

.

phone: 513:55~~-56.25 .
fax: 513."5ss.2s5·0 .· ·
email: bridgette.hairison@uc~edu

PLEASE. · Bridgette Harrison'
CONTACT: University of Cincinnati
.College ofIW:edicine

·. •• Dental,Health&tife
I_11surance
Fitness Center .· ·
·
·

:/V~cation .·. . ...· . . "· . .. .
'·' •. 401(k)'
with Conipanyf\:tat~h
.·
.
.

.~..

·;Take a:Fre.e :T_est Drive··.
·•and find .out!

· . xavier;lJnive~sity ·, ·
Saturday, February s·
· GRE - 9:00am
JliliCAT-9:00am
.

DAT-10:00am
.

LSAT- 2:00p1Ti
GMAT-.2:00pm

Cal.I today to reserve your seat!

.

..•_:i:fadl_.• ·._..

-~

. . paper red with Kaplan\ . ~ ...... •

. . . . "' ,

-~1-BOO·KAP·T.EST

- ·

. . . 'www.kaplan.coin

"TeSt names are'reglster8d trademarks of lh~lr i~speclive .owners. ·

Summer' gg Programs
. FIO~e1;cc, Italy:-.
MaJ26: Jun·e 26/June 30 -July 30
. JT:'ide uarietyofcourses, earn t; credits. CEU's auai/able
Hyderabad, India - Map4 -June 19.
· · fnternshi{' opportunity, presti!Jiofl-' Indian
faculty, excitinfrexcursions: All-inclusiue·,,
·
program.Earn 6 ~redits. ·

'. · .· "GET"MON·E\f_·r[toM ·YO'IJR.;:,1.J'lvcLE •· 1Ns1'EAD.·
· Your· Uncle Sam~ Every .. fees~ They ev~np~y ~flat rat~-: '
year 'Army ROTC .awards <. fc)r fextbqoks and supplies:. • ...
.' schola:ri;.hips to·. hundi'eds' of . ; You C(ln' also'x:eceive an allow- .
. talented stUdents/U you · · anceofupto$1500eachschool · '..
.· ·: < quC1,Jify, tl~e,se·merit:.based . , [J;ADERSHIP . year,· the. sch9ia:rship is fo
, scholar~hips can help fou
..· effect; -Find ·out; 'today if
pa.ytuitforiandeducational .
· .you qmuify";
..

.

. ·ARM'f.'IO'l'C ...

.

_,

~

·

Germany a.nd 'f.he ~ethcrlands-: . ,
May30-June19
.·
: :t week$ in Roiterdam;1 week. in Munster.
,
Pack.ii9~ inCludeuite·visits and day trip~
. ·.· ·
.Earn 6 lnternatiiJnal lJ!JSiness cr~dils.
·

. st: Petcrsbµi'g, R~ssia ~Ju~!! G-Ju_ly 4 .

., Enjo;ythe "White Ni9hts# ofsummer.>' · . ·.
: . Many culturcil event$ and!JUided tou~S: Excursion to Moscow. 6 credits available.
' : .', .
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Fairfield· . .

.UNIVERSITY
·,
·Sr:hool of Co.ntinuing Education
. ';<

.1

... :.

-"

•

~ Foi:·ctet~•. ~t-st. rhrka Hau·or~can .•. '"<: "···.

•,,_.. _............ ·_·........ :... • •·· > :-

'

includ~ complete travel and lod9in9 pack.a9es. . For more informatio_n a_bou~ our ..
., pro9mms call Chris.tine Bowers, Stud;yAbroad Co'ordfnator. tollfri!e 888-~5f1566,
" o~ e:mail her alcbbower.f@j~ir1:fairfieldedu:
.

:

'···· ..:..: " . ...rllESMARTEST.COLLEGE'1COURSE-YGU,CIN'.tm
..
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; . ;'•
,.-·,;., ,'..... ;. .
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. . " . ·,.' . ·.":..
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Partlcipa~i& recei~e Fai1jield Univer.iit;r under9ra1uate ~r:edits. ~lipro9ram costs
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CAMPUS ·CAl.ENDAR·

week of JANUARY 20, 1999

·-THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE·

llll ij·.il H~i 11:\'I;,

.
··

Ja.. n u aff 2~0 .. .

. the University ofCincii:mati, more
·specifically the Am1ie Laws Draw· ing Rciom. (By the way; the
' .~'drawing room" of English homes· . ..yas so.' Qamed. because after:sup-,.
per, the gentlemen -would go 'and>
·play cards arid drink brandy while •.....
.the ladies would ''.withdraw'.' to the: ..
parfour to chat'.) . Here they wlll:i~. compete.in the fina'i round with,:,
their _speeches on the fiery topic ·
. "Which undergrad institutions'· .
provide' a better education - pri- ·.~ ·.
. vilte or public?" · Some crazy :;
hokie could arise from this debate.

· Welcome to another weeek in
Calendarville. Maybe it's a little
~By Jennah Du~ant >:To place an 'item in theJ:a-~endar, call 745-_31~2 or mail to ML 2129.
.
.
..
chilly today, so you might want to . . '
: miliar, it's because he is freq'uent
b11ttheads with those raging Lady
jumping jacks, ralce leaves, pull
get cozy and light a tire. It doesn't
··:Rams
(so:.
shouldn't
they.
be.the.··
guestori tlie."Bob & Ton1.''. syndi. appendages off ofdaddy~long~legs
have to be a big one, perhaps just
cated
morning radio show.. · He
Ewe~?)
ofR}lode
Island.
The
tipif any· are still alive, and that's it.
a glowing flame under a heaping "
sings ·sa~iriCal d_ittfos; he-. tells ..
Oh, arid smoke more. crack. But • .off js· at 7 p.m.
spoonful of crack.
amusing and.probably outrageous.
· that's.all. Nothing else.
.
.
.
storfos,'and plus; he's irreverent.
. "I really wish I could do some
·The fiscal ~alendar week just
. He's-.even bilied as "dte funniest·
bassing soon: Or may_be a little
No doubt you've seen the
doesn't get off to a good start unthing under a cowboy hat." The
quasi- "Sport&. Center" commer~
bow-huntin' ." Have yoll ever- said
til the International Coffee Hour
- cial featuring Dan Patrickextol- · this or something like it in your - opening act go~~ o~ at 8:30 p.m.,
Yo~'ve worked every job from·gets a mention. Get your weekly
ling the virtue's of Gold Star Chfli
life? Did .all the kids in your high . but if you want to ·skip the boring
McDonald's cashier to _summer.·
fix at the Romero International
stuff, Rodney is schei:luiect to ap- ._intern to 'ice-cream truck~driving· ·. school get a day off on the first day
and Time-Warner Cable for tJ:ie
..Center from 3:30 p;m, to 4:30
. pear a.t 10 p.m. .
Crosstown Shootout. After seeing
of deer season? If you answered
crack dealer, and now yoti want .
p.m. Go, my child~ and give your
that masterpiece, you_'re so fired
"yep," or everi "Sweet 1:11other, def
help letting your hypothetical fuc · ;
proverbial horizons a good stretch.
up that you want to scream and - ihose_ people really exist?" .let me
_ fore employers know aboufit. Not . ·
suggest a. trek to the Convention
thump your chest and throw your
't.o worry, help is here today in. the -.
"1 know, I know. ·The stress of
Center for. the 1999 .Cincinnati
roommate's cat across the room·.
_Regis (Philbin) Room in the Unic
getting back to classes after the .Travel; Sports and Boat Show.
Well, slow down there, chief. Tum
- January, 24
· versity Center. The resume writ-'
decadence of athree-day weekend.
You' II find all kinds of guns, bows,
your vigor into something more
_ing workshop _takes place here at ..
··is just too dam frustrating. How
animais, guns, small children,
shake off the crack &1~epies ~s · '1:30 p.m. The wizards there can_
productive. Yes, it's time for the
about a road trip? Nothin' says
- second annual Crosstown ShQutboats, gu.ns, mid. oh, yes, a golf ·.best you can this morning, because:
make anyone look good, even. if· ·
par-tay like a jaunt to New Yorlc
the women's basketball team hits
Out, the public speaking contest
exhibition. There's even a BB gun
the.only job you've held was
for the men's basketball game ver~
the floor for a home matinee this
shooting range courtesy of o·ur
which pits XU students versus
babysitting
the neighbor's gerbil. . ·..
sus Fordham.. And if you 're feel- - those vermin from UC, clause for
afternoon. Today's foe is theLady
friends at the NRA. The price is
ing especially frisky, you could try
Minutemen of Massachusetts.
$7 .50 for adults, but get a two-day
_ clause, thesis fo~ thesis; and stut"'
You can make strangers feel
the_ body-cavity method of crack
pass for only.$13. That's a huge · Minut~Iadies? Minufowomen? . comfortable around you'. You love
ter for .stutter to the death. Maybe
-storage in c,ase you getpulled over
ryt:inufemaids? Whatever they're
.savings of $2. The show, nay, .dare
not to the death, bu~ first prize is
to meet new people .. Perhaps you ·
on the way. Merely a suggestion,
callfid, the game gets underway at -just like to scream_ or enjoy being
$500. · The preliminary round is
·I say it'; the extravaganza, ends
though;· · ·
2 p;in.
today in Alter 110 at 3 p.m;, sq.let· ·on Sunday, so you'd· best get on
:an idiot in front of 7-50 people. ff
the · public school - bc}oty.". , your horse for this one.
.ariy of this appli~s to you; go to
If that kind of thing really isn't."
·
So, you jus_twent to see
. whomping begin,_
·
the Student• Services hallway toyour bag~ baby, then. perhaps you . '
: "Shake~peare in Love" and now
. day and pickup ari application for ..•.
could ve11ture to .the City Beat -Those 'of You averse. to culture
. ·you can 'thelp thinking what a fox
the 1999 .Manre~a ·orientation
listeOing party. Here you can par-· ·_ not of the petri dish kind should
that Will was. Where has_ he been . ·team .. ·
take
such m.uslcai_ treat. s- as the · t urn-- your
·
hea
- d s·a t. th'1s pmn
· t . Th e·
_all your life?.· Continue. this.bout
Jan.u,a_ry 23
;Black Crowes and PushM6nkey,
<:;indnnati Syniphonf Ot;"che_s- _
of infatuation thi~ afterno6n at'the . • .
~
~~.'
btlt no touc:hy! Oniy listen/ .The _tra performs tonight at7:30 p~m-..
.last day of_ the Cincinm,iti ·.
~'j
li~tening party takes place from 9
arid features clarinetist Eddie .: · _ .. OK, "Bonnie's'' I can somewhat.
Shakespeare Festival. At 2 1>·111· - ----: ~ - - - - • - ,
,
understand, what with the school·
- p.m. until io p.m•• : after .which
-J)ani~ls'. Man, can that guy wail.
the company will present for yom: .
January 26
eventorg~nizers implore you t() · MusiC Hall is the venue of · b~ing .named ''.St.· Bon~venture."
. pleasure . _p~odiJ~tion ·o( ''Th~
_But "Hokies?". There is ·absohitely _ ·wars of tlie Roses.'' bc:iesn 'tiihg ·
stay and. watch "South. Park," at
tonight'sshow, so go see this beau"
no excuse for that obscure of a
WVXV is quite a. perplexing
which
time
you
cari
listen
for
subt'f
b
'Id'
'th
ye
Yiou
a bell as one: of Bill's greats?
·
1 u1. ut mg wt
a new e .
nickname. What iri the name of · That's because it's not really his,
little eritiiyo Seeing as· ho~ our _
liminal ~ssages from 'neath . know, not like during Fall Ball
Dick Vitale is a "hokie?" Is it .. It's an adaptation of Henly VI, by . initials comprise one-half of the
Kenny's hood. The festivities are
when ybu were under the influ~
some Virginia thing !don't know . : company member R.. Chris
station's.name,. orie would assume
being held at Holy Grail. I have · ence ofRobitussin or some other
about? Maybe you can find out,
our university would hav~ ~large·.
·no idea 'What that is, but if you
mind-amending substance.
Reeder. (The "R" stands for "Ru~
ineet an old guy guarding a bridge
since Virginia Tech is ill town to- . tabaga.;') Tickets 'are available at
part in the station's funding, proon your way there, just remember
day to takeon the men's basket~
a pittance, merely $10-$i3. · Go: gramming, or maybe production ..
the capital of Australia is
.ball team. The game, which starts _ downtown !O 719 Race St. to satSomething tells me, however, this
Canberra.
at 4 p.ni., is Alumni Night, which·
is not necessarily the case. Re~
isfy all of your hardly urge~.
means· there will be a bazillion
January .22
gardless, 91.7 FM is presenting
chanting, glory:days reliving, ·
the doci.tmen.tary ~'The Mississippi
crack-smoking former Musketeers .
Isn't if a big pain in the appenRiverofSong: Sounds Around St.·
on hand to liven things up. Sounds .
dix to have to take those blasted
Louis" tonight for your listening
]a'nuary· 21 ·
like a great big baH of hc:ikieto me.
buses to men's home basketball
enjoyment from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m:
-:]anuary.25
games? It won't be much longer
I have no idea ~hat this entails, so
How does a trip to Kentucky
Quick revif<W froin Thursday: .• go grab Show-Me friend and·
that we hav_e to suffer' at the hands
Don't fret, fellow students,
sound?
Exotic .and e~citing?
of the Cincinnati Gardens and its
Crosstown Shout~Out.:.speech ·• - maybe.she'll expairi:
·there is only one more day ofacaThought so .._If you're up to. this
contest, Us v·s.cThem. Thcise who
long-standing regime, 'but instead
demic drudgery (after this one)
magnitude-of
adventure,
Coyote's
-survived
the preliminary round
of complaining, head to Schmidt
The crack jokes are hard to
and then comes the .almighty
is
featuring
RodneyCarringtQn.
now
venture
into no-man~sJand,
Fieldhouse
for·
today's
women's
come by. -·Maybe 1'.11 research
weekend. These are the.blessed
tonight. ·If that name soundsfa- · - t'hat den bf debauchery kriown as
match. The Lady Muskies .will
hours when .you' ca.n sleep, 1do
smac::knext we.ek.
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TRAVEL
.
Spring Break '99 Panama
City: Beach. The Boardwalk.
Beach Resort- Sprin~i Break
Headquarters. Packages from
$19 per person per day. Clos. est to $pinnaKer and La Vela ..
Host of. Sports Illustrated .
Beach .Club. Calf now!· 1~800- -

FOR RENT
4 . bedroom. apartment within walking distance to
Xavier; All utilities furnished;
Equipped kitchens: Off-street
par!<ing. Call 242-1567.

C-.1.. a s'..· "·s·-.

FOR RENT-

i f. .i· . .e. -. CJ.J ..s> be:ri~~~f~r~:~~;-S:q~~~ci:
Easy .,walk to campus_. 1606
. Brewster. Call 321-0043 or
421-9421.

Classifieds are 25 cents per word with a $5 minirnum~ To· ·
2 2 ~ >- · G U. L F
~; L~n~~~~;r~tcounse- ... place your classifi!=J.cl~··c~ll"t,he · ·
www.springbreakhq.com. _
- lorsneeded.CoedsleepaWay.·. ·...
adv,e_.· rtising_·
HELP WANTED
camp. Pocono Mountains,
Landscaping. East Walnut_, . Pennsylvania. Over 60 land/
7'45•35.61
Hills-:H.yde :park area. Nee.d , ,

landsc_ape Joreme.n & labor -.
crews. Pay from $8.75 to $18
plus per hour. Call 241-9778.
to schedule an interview.

'!

TRAVEL
Jamaica Shuttle nonstop
spring break, 7 nights fiom.
$499 eacti frcim Cincinnati.
Free ReggaeJAM Spring
Break information. Operators
9-5. (800) 873~4423; ·reggae" .
Jani.com

0

water activities. Good salary/
tips!
1·800-422~9842
(www.campcayuga:com);.· _

.HELP WANTED .
·~Rental office assistant.
Work in our casual environmerit on weekends & flexible
i:iour~ during the week. $7 per
hour:Callformoreinformation
· · .&·£1ppoin.tm_er:i~; _98.:i:9448. .

managei(a.·f -.

·

'TRAVEL
#1 Panama City vacations!
Free parties - no cover. Best
beachfrol)t hotels from $99;
Free .."Spring Break Uncen·
sored"
video!
1 - 8 0 0 - 2 3 4 - 7.0 0 7 .

www.endl~ummertours.com.

·

,

· · •

FOR RENT
3 bedroom house tor'.r~nt
on 3635 NeWton. Within walk.. ing distance.to campus. $750/
month. Call 772~0909.,

. •TRAVEL
#1 spring Break •99 Vaca-· tions! Bes~prices guarant~ed! liELP'JV~NTED
':
·
·
'Hooligan's Pub.now hiring
Cancu·n; Jamaica $399· Baha- · enthusiastic, reliable servers.
m'as,':,$459, Panam·a Ci°ty. _ Full & part~time.-10 min. from
8ead1 $99. Book now & re:· · campus. Apply b~tween 2 &4
@ 3340 Highland Ave. cir call
ceive E1 free "Spring Break
Uncensored"
_ video!!!
,841 _
.
·
9994
1 ~8Cf0-234-7007.·

· FREE RADIO + $t; 250 ,.
.wW.v.eridlesssurnmertours.com ..
· Fund raiser open to student:, .,:.
... ..
. ..
groups,& org.anizations: Earn '' - . HELP WANTED'
-.
$3-$5 p'er· Visa/MC >app.· we:;; ·. -,,: ',, imiri'~ciiate 'opening f~r per7
-supply all materials· at no cost.
manent parHime mainteCall forinfoorvisitourwebsite .. !>.nance perspri,· Evenings'.&·,
Qualified callers receive afre1{ .. weekends~· Hours vary; _
baby
: ·boom
box.
CoriJ~etitVei.vages. Call Kathy 1-800-932.-0528
x65,.
@. 793-1800ext:106 ..
:.. :
www.ocmconcepts:com. . ...... ,
~

TRAVEL.
··spring Break '99. Hours &
· hours offi'ee drinks! Group dis:
counts & free trips from· $99!
-Jamaica, Cancun, Florida,
:sarbados, B_ahamcfs. Lowest
- 'prices/best meal plan ..
1

7

80

.o " 4 2 6 -- 7 7 ·.1 0 '/ • -:

- www:surisplashtoi.irs.com: · . - . -

